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I     WHEN  YOU  GO  HOME 

j     FOR  EASTER 
i  — you  will  want  to    take    some    little  Easter  gifts  with  you.      Several 
I  dozen  of  the  most  attractive  and  most  inexpensive  of  Easter  Gifts    are 

included  in  our  little  folder,  which  we  will  send  you  on  request.  Anything 

you  buy  will  be  mailed  anywhere  in  Canada  entirely  at  our  risk  and 
expense,  saving  you  all  bother. 

If  you  want  to  take  or  send  something  that  will  make  the  little  brothers 

and  sisters  particularly  happy  make  your  selection  from  our  "  Peter 
Rabbit"  Jewelry.  From  little  Rings  at  50c.  and  Pins  and  Bracelets  at 
75c.,  the  prices  range  to  $1.75.  Peter  Rabbit,  as  you  no  doubt  know,  is 

probably  the  most  famous  and  the  best  loved  of  the  characters  in  Thorn- 

ton W.  Burgess'  Bed -time  Stories. 

Write  or  'phone  for  the  folder,  or  come  into  the  store  the  first  time  you 
are  down  town. 

RYRIE  BROS.,  LIMITED 
Siamonti  fJlcrcljants.  STcbaelcrs  anii  #>ilUersmitI)S 

TORONTO 

IMPERIAL  BANK  OF  CANADA 
{Established  1875) 

HEAD  OFFICE,  TORONTO 

Capital  Paid  up  -  $7,000,000 
Reserve  Fund  -  7,000,000 
Total  Assets  -     78,000,000 

E.  HAY,  General  Majtager.  W.  MOFFAT,  Assistant  General  Manager.    1 
Branches    throughout   the    Dominion  of  Canada  I 
Drafts,  Money  Orders  and  Letters  of  Credit  Issued 

Available  in  any  part  of  the  world 

SAVINGS  DEPARTMENT  AT  ALL  BRANCHES 
Interest  allowed  on  deposits  at  current  rates. 
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ALEX.  LOCHORE 
^igt)  Class  tailoring 

Special  attention  giving  to 

MILITARY   OUTFITS 

35    COLBORNE    STREET 

SWAN  BROS.    I 
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I 
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Fruits,  together  with  a  great  assort- 
ment of  Staple  and  Fancy  Groceries 

in  endless  variety. 

SWAN   BROS. 

162,    164,    166  King    Street    East 

TORONTO 
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Ratbbone 
92  Yonge  Street 

Exclusive 
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season 

Canada's  ] 

Leading  Out=Door    [ 
Photographers 
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9h6tc  -Cc. 
239  YONQE  STREET  1 

TORONTO  I 

YouWantCheapMilk-GoodValoe 
\/\  ILK    that    endangers    the    health    is    not 

cheap  milk    at    any    price.     City  Dairy 

Milk  is    safe,  and    contains    more   nutriment 

than  any  other  food  at  same  cost.     City  Dairy 

Milk  is  cheap  Food. 

4^  Cents  the  Pint 21  Tickets  for  $1       I 
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1  Chas.  W.  Callow 
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810YONGEST.     Phone  North  127 
(near  corner  of  Bloor) 

Head  Office:  74  BAY  ST. 
Phone  Adelaide  3026 

TORONTO 

The  Students 
Men's  Furnishing 
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Latest  Styles=== 

Best  Qualities 

PRICES  RIGHT 

COOPER  &  CO. 
JImportcrfi 

67  &  69  King  St.  East 
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SPALDING  SportingGoods 

TENNIS  CRICKET 
1  BASEBALL  GOLF 
i 
I  Lowest  Prices  for  Best  Material 

] 
1  Send   for    our    Illustrated   Catalogue 

1    
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I  A.  A.  SPALDING  &  BROS. 
I  207  YONGE  STREET,  TORONTO 

Rt&lSTERED 

FOR  THE  COLLEGE  BOY 
SWAGGER  LONDON  TAILORED 

Top  Coats— Raincoats- 
Gloves— Hats— Caps- 
Umbrellas  and 

Travelling  Bags 

FAIRWEATHERS  LIMITED 
84=86  YONGE  STREET,  TORONTO 

MONTREAL  WINNIPEG 
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ST.  MARGARETS  COLLEGE 
TORONTO 

Founded  by  the  late  George  Dickson,  M.A.,  former  Principal  of  Upper  Canada  College 
and  Mrs.  George  Dickson. 

MRS.  GEORGE  DICKSON,  President.  MISS  J.  E.  MACDONALD,  B.A.,  Principal. 

Full  Academic  Course,  including  Honour  Matriculation  and  First  Year 
University  Work. 

Music,  preparation  for  all  Examinations. 
DDmsstic  Science  :  Three  Courses. 
Elocution,  including  the  removal  ot  speech  defects. 
Physical  Education  :  Corrective  Exercises. 
Games  ;  Tennis,  Cricket,  Ground  Hockey.      Swimming  Bath. 

For  Prospectus  Apply  to  the  Secretary,  St.  Margaret's  College,  Toronto 

I 
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Editorial 

"*  I  'he  unusually  long  Winter  Term  draws  at  last  to  a  close. 
*■  Balmy  evenings  and  lingering  daylight  make  the  snow  and 

ice  of  recent  days  already  seem  a  distant  memory.  As  we  look 

forward  with  pleased  anticipation  to  the  warm,  sunny  days  and 
outdoor  sports  of  next  term,  let  us  not  forget  what  the  coming  of 
spring  means  for  our  brave  fighting  men  across  the  seas,  who  have 

endured  another  winter  of  hardship  in  dreary  trench-land,  and 
will  soon  almcst  certainly  be  called  upon  for  fresh  deeds  of  valour 
and  sacrifice. 

"*  I  'O  Saint  Andrew's  boys,  indeed,  with  so  many  friends  and 
■*  relatives  at  the  front,  this  reminder  is  perhaps  superfluous. 

Seven  of  our  present-year  pupils  have  left  us  for  active  service  since 
last  term.  Many  more  would  undoubtedly  have  gone  but  for 
parental  influence,  backed  by  the  opinion  of  the  Headmaster  and 
Staff,  who  feel  (with  an  increasing  number  of  the  public)  that  the 

efforts  recently  mxade  to  carry  on  recruiting  in  preparatory  schools 

is  a  mistake — an  injustice  to  the  boys  themselves,  and  a  grave 
injury  to  the  resources  of  the  country.  To  take  a  boy  away  at 
the  most  plastic  and  impressionable  period  of  life,  and  to  turn  his 
immature  energies  away  from  productive  effort  to  the  hard  strain 

and  unsettling  tendencies  of  the  military  life  is — apart  from  the 
danger  to  the  individual — to  sow  a  seed  that  will  swell  the  inevi- 

table harvest  of  evil  caused  by  war.  The  enlistment  of  school- 
boys is  a  measure  only  to  be  adopted  in  cases  of  extreme  necessity, 

when  legitimate  sources  of  supply  have  been  exhausted  ;  and  we 
do  not  think  it  has  come  to  that  in  Canada  yet. 

A  PARAGRAPH  in  a  newspaper  the  other  day  reminds  us  that 

^^'  the  whole  incalculable  train  of  horror  and  calamity  now  in 
progress  was  let  loose  by  a  school-boy!  For  so  we  may  fairly 
describe     the    wretched    student     Prinzip,     who    lies    dying    of 
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consumption — so  it  is  said — in  an  Austrian  jail.  His  extreme 
youth — indeed  at  the  time  of  his  crime  he  was  no  older  than 

several  of  our  present  St.  Andrew's  boys — saved  him  from  the 
gallows,  and  it  is  possible  that  he  may  emerge  from  prison  to 
behold  a  world  struggling  to  recover  slowly  from  the  immense 
havoc  wrought  by  his  single  agency.  Here  is  a  thought  to  engage 
the  imagination  of  some  great  poet  or  moralist  of  the  future,  for 

only  to  a  future  vision  can  such  a  theme  begin  to  appear  in  any- 
thing like  true  perspective  and  proportion. 

A  WORD  as  to  the  contributions  in  this  number.  Several  of 

them  are  taken  from  essays  written  in  the  ordinary  course 
of  school  work,  and  without  any  idea  of  publication.  In  more 
than  one  case,  indeed,  the  authors  will  probably  be  surprised  to 
find  themselves  in  print.  Judged  from  this  standpoint,  the 
stories  and  articles,  selected  with  difficulty  from  a  large  number 
examined,  show  (such  is  our  editorial  judgment)  that  there  is  a 
considerable  fund  of  talent  to  draw  upon  for  future  numbers. 
We  would  suggest  to  candidates  for  literary  fame  :  (i)  to  attend 
more  carefully  to  the  concluding  paragraph  of  a  composition,  and 
not  to  be  satisfied  with  merely  filling  up  so  many  pages,  and  then 
coming  to  an  abrupt  stop  ;  (2)  to  keep  away,  if  possible  (in  stories 

especially)  from  the  subject  of  the  war — or  at  least  from  incidents 

and  scenes  beyond   the  writer's  possible  experience  or  knowledge. 

Winter  Scene     New  School  Grounds 
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HONOUR  ROLL— Continued 

The  following  are  merely  the  names  which  have  reached  us 

since  Christmas.  As  already  announced,  we  hope  to  publish  an 

Illustrated  Supplement  with  our  Midsummer  Number,  containing 

as  full  a  list  as  possible  of  Old  Boys  and  Masters  serving  with 

the  Colours,  and  we  appeal  to  all  friends  of  the  School  to  aid  in 

making  it  complete  and  accurate. 

Con-  vSt. 

tingent  Andrew's Name.  Rank  Unit.  Home  College 
Anderson,  J.  M   Lieut   Toronto   1906- 
Blair,  A.  G   Lieut   Vancouver.  . .  191 1- 
Bums,  E.  A ....:...  .  Lieut .  .  .  169th  Battalion   Toronto   1903- 
Bums,  ̂ L  C   Private  .  15th  Battery,  4th  Brigade  Toronto   1906- 
Booth,  C.  H   Lieut .  .  .  loth  Royal  Grenadiers.  .  .Toronto   1907- 
Cameron,  R.  A   Signaller  147th  Battalion   Owen  Sound,  1915- Ont. 

Clare,  J.  S   Lieut .  .  .  Preston  Batt.,  Mech.  Preston   191 2- 
Transport. 

Clement,  D.  W    i  i8th  Battalion   Berlin,  Ont .  .  1913- 
Firstbrook,  H.  M. .  .  .  Lieut .  .  .216th  Battalion   Toronto   1907- 
Fleming,  J.  A.  M. .  .  .  Lieut .  .  .  77th  Battalion   Ottawa   1913- 
Fleming,  G.  O   F.C.C.E   Toronto   1903- 

Gilmour,  S.  H   '.  .Lieut        Vancouver. .  .1910- 
Gooch,  H.  A   Capt.  and  Q'master,  216th  Batt.  .  .Toronto   1902- 
Gordon,  H.  M   Lieut ....  170th  BattaHon   Toronto   1901- 
Harrison,  K.  J   220th  Battalion   Toronto   1909- 
Haywood,  A.  P   Lieut .  .  .  Aviation   Toronto   1903- 
Haywood,  C.  U   Lieut .  .  ,  198th  Battalion   Toronto   1904- 
Hughes,  B.  H   "C"  Co.,  Can  Engineers   Toronto   1902- 
Kelly,  Chas   Pte   No.  30876,  Imp.  Corps,      St.  George's, .  1900- 

No.  2  Field  Supply  Bermuda 
Depot,  B.E.F. 

Lazier,  T.  H   Gunner  .52nd  Battery   Belleville.  .  .  .  1913- 
Lee,  S.  B.  D   Royal  Flying  Corps   Toronto   1900- 
Livingston,  Ross  ....  Lieut .  .  .  52nd  Battery   Kingston ....  191 1- 
Lorimer,  N.  H   Toronto   1906- 
MacGregor,  L  C   Halifax  Battalion   New  Glasgow  1912- 

Macpherson,  R.  H. .  .  Capt   Detent'n  Camp,  Amherst .  Amherst, N.S. 
Matheson,  W.  D   Pilot ....  Royal  Flying  Corps   New  Glasgow  1905- 
Massey,  R.  H   Lieut.  .  .  13th  Battery,4th  Brigade   Toronto   
Neil,  R.  M   Lieut .  .  .  Infantry   Peterboro  .  .  .  1913- 
Porter,  R.  M   Lieut. . .  155th  Battalion   Belleville  ....  191 1- 
Rose,  J.  E.  D   47th  Battalion   Vancouver. . .  1910- 
Snelgrove,  J.  C   Lieut .  .  .  75th  Battalion   Toronto   1904- 
Smith,  J.  R   Pte   134  Batt.,  No.  799030  .  .  .Toronto   1906- 
Sutherland,  G.  C   Ft.  WiUiam .  .  1906- 
Whitaker,  G.  E   Gunner  .55th  Battery   Brantford.  .  .  1908- 
Willoughby,  H   Sask.  Hospital  Unit   Toronto   191 1- 
Wright,  D.  C   Lieut .  .  .  170th  Battalion   Toronto   1909- 
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Fiction  and  Miscellaneous 

LORDLY  ISLAND  LIGHT 

AN    INCIDENT    OF    THE    WAR 

OFF  the  west  coast  of  Nova  Scotia,  about  eighty  miles  from 

the  mainland,  lies  a  rugged  wave-worn  mass  of  black  rock 
known  as  Lordly  Island.  Oval  in  outline  and  rising  not  more  than 
sixty  feet  above  the  water,  it  runs  north  and  south  about  half  a 
mile  with  a  width  of  about  one-fifth  of  a  mile.  Near  the  southern 
end  rises  the  tall,  white  tower  of  the  lighthouse,  while  close  by 
stands  the  squat,  low  house  of  the  light  keeper  and  an  ugly  brick 
building  containing  the  boiler  and  mechanism  of  the  fog  alarm. 

This  island  lies  right  in  the  path  of  vessels  entering  or  leaving 
the  Bay  of  Fundy,  and  the  terrible  swift  tidal  current,  rushing 

back  and  forth  with  but  a  minute's  rest,  combined  with  other 
reefs,  make  it  a  place  which  all  wise  mariners  give  as  wide  a  berth 

as  possible.  But  in  spite  of  all  this,  many  ships  are  wrecked  every 
year  in  these  waters.  In  the  early  summer  of  the  second  year 
of  the  great  war  the  inhabitants  consisted  of  Captain  Grey,  the 

keeper  of  the  light,  his  wife,  their  daughter  Rose,  and  the  keeper's 
assistant,  Les.  Crowell.  The  light  was  cared  for  by  the  two  men, 

who  stood  watch  and  watch  during  the  night.  There  was  gen- 
erally little  to  be  done,  but  some  one  must  remain  awake  to  see 

that  the  mechanism  which  caused  the  light  to  revolve  did  not  run 
down,  and  to  attend  to  the  steam  whistle  in  case  of  fog. 

On  the  second  of  June,  Mrs.  Grey  left  to  visit  some  relatives 
on  the  mainland.  Crowell  took  her  in  the  motor  boat,  and  on  his 
return  to  the  island  he  made  the  boat  fast,  rowed  ashore,  and 

started  to  cross  the  piles  of  huge  boulders  that  covered  the  beach. 
Striding  with  carelessness  he  suddenly  slipped  and  fell  heavily. 
When  Captain  Grey,  who  had  been  watching  him,  ran  down  to 

him,  he  found  that  the  man's  left  leg  was  broken.  He  and  Rose 
lielped  him  to  the  house  and  made  him  as  comfortable  as  possible, 

while  a  hurry-call  was  telephoned  to  the  mainland  to  Dr.  Barr, 
who  promised  to  be  there  in  a  couple  of  hours. 

Two,  three  hours  passed  by,  darkness  came,  and  the  great 

light  began  to  flash  its  regular  warning  over  the  waters,  but  still 
the  surgeon  did  not  appear. 
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His  wife  said  over  the  phone,  in  response  to  Captain  Grey's 
anxious  call,  that  he  had  started  long  before.  At  nine  o'clock 
Rose  said  to  her  father:  "Father,  this  is  Crowell's  watch  till  mid- 

night. You  go  to  bed  and  rest  and  I  will  watch.  If  the  fog  comes 

in,  I  will  call  you  to  start  the  whistle." 
The  captain  grumbled  at  first,  but  finally  yielded  and  retired 

to  his  room,  leaving  Rose  and  the  injured  man  the  only  two  human 
beings  awake  on  the  island. 

Rose  sat  reading  by  the  dining-room  window  within  easy 
call  of  Crowell  in  case  he  needed  anything.  Outside  was  almost 

absolute  darkness,  except  for  the  bright  flashes  from  the  light- 

1 
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■t^*^     '1 

W**"  ' 

^^^^^^^^^^^^K^^^Wjt 
L^^^^^H 

^^H 

^^^^^^BiiH:tfl| ^B 
^^1 

^  '":*!■■' J]MI H 
Arms  "  and  the  Man 

house.  Heavy  clouds  covered  the  sky,  but  the  east  wind  was  very 

light,  and  there  was  no  fog  or  haze.  Time  passed  slowly.  Sud- 
denly there  came  a  rap  at  the  door.  Expecting  to  see  the  doctor, 

Rose  hastened  to  open  it,  but  staggered  back  in  surprise  when  a 
tall,  masked  man  thrust  the  muzzle  of  an  autom.atic  at  her,  and  a 

gruff  voice  said  :  "Put  up  your  hands  !"  She  obeyed  at  once, 
but  at  the  same  time  called  loudly,  "Father,  father  !"  With  an 
oath  the  man  sprang  forward  and  seized  her  tightly,  while  two  or 
three  others  rushed  in  past  them  and  made  for  the  bed  rooms. 

Mr.  Grey  was  soon  overpowered,  and  Crowell  made  no  resis- 
tance.    The  man  ordered  the  girl  to  be  seated.     Hfe  had  a  con- 
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sultation  with  his  followers.  Rose  could  not  understand  what 

they  said,  but  the  language  was  easily  recognized  as  German. 
She  could  not  make  out  what  they  wanted,  and  her  thoughts 
ran  from  one  thing  to  another. 

She  remained  quiet  and  was  told  by  her  captor  in  a  pleasant 

manner  that  there  was  nothing  to  fear — her  father  was  only 

gagged.  "The  island  is  ours,"  he  said.  "We  have  cut  the 
telephone  wires  and  will  put  out  the  light.  We  have  waited  long 
and  endured  much  from  our  enemies,  and  at  last  the  chance  has 

come  to  work  for  the  Fatherland."  He  sat  down  opposite  her 
and  watched  her  keenly.  Presently  there  was  a  sound  of  crashing 
glass»and  the  regular,  bright  flashes  ceased  to  strike  the  window. 

Rose's  brain  began  to  work,  but  she  could  not  understand  why 
these  men  chose  this  night  to  destroy  Lordly  Island  light.  The 

absence  of  the  light  might  cause  the  wreck  of  some  motor-boat  or 
steamer,  but  what  help  would  that  be  to  Germany  ?  Like  a  flash 
it  came  to  her.  She  remembered  the  headline  of  the  paper  she 

had  just  been  reading  :  "89th  Battalion  nearly  ready  to  leave 
St.  John.  More  sons  of  New  Brunswick  to  cross  the  sea  for  King 

and  Country."  ....  This  must  be  the  night  the  troopship 
Metagama  would  come  down  the  bay,  and  these  men  were  there 

to  wreck  her,  and  send  most  of  the  brave  boys  to  death  !  Some- 
one must  give  them  warning.  No  one  but  herself  knew  of  the 

impending  danger,  and  she  was  alone  a  captive  !  What  could  she 
do  ?  In  anguish  of  mind  she  moved  restlessly  about  the  ropm, 

her  captor  being  satisfied  to  watch  the  door.  Suddenly  a  des- 
perate plan  formed  itself  in  her  brain.  She  quietly  watched  for 

the  moment  for  its  execution,  and  in  an  instant  her  arm  shot  out, 

and  with  a  dull  thud  a  heavy  paper-weight  struck  the  German 
behind  the  ear.  He  relaxed  and  lay  still.  She  seized  the  pistol, 
and  ran  through  her  bedroom  across  the  hall,  where  she  listened  to 
see  if  the  men  outside  could  hear  her.  Lightly  she  dropped  to  the 
ground  from  the  open  window,  and  keeping  the  house  between  her 
and  the  conspirators,  fled  down  a  narrow  road  leading  through  the 
woods  to  a  little  cave  on  the  far  side  of  the  island.  She  did  not 

dare  take  any  of  the  boats  from  the  beach  below  the  house,  but 
she  knew  where  a  small  dory  with  oars  aboard  lay  in  the  cove, 
and  to  it  she  hastened. 

It  was  light,  and  quickly  launched.  Rose  rowed  out  of  the 
cove.  Almost  immediately  the  island  disappeared.  At  times  she 
paused  and  scanned  the  sea  for  the  approaching  transport. 
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After  she  had  rowed  for  some  time,  she  felt  something  gently 
bump  the  stern  of  her  boat.  The  tide  had  begun  to  ebb,  and  she 
was  back  where  she  started,  in  spite  of  her  rowing  !  Starting  out 
again  across  the  bay,  this  time  she  rowed  and  rowed  without  a 

moment's  pause  ;  when  suddenly  she  heard  the  regular  beat  of  a 
gas-engme,  which  had  approached  quite  close  to  her  unnoticed. 

•She  recognized  the  exhaust  of  a  well-known  boat  belonging  to  a 
fisherman.  A  friend  !  She  sent  a  low  cry  over  the  waters  ;  then 
another  and  another.  A  shout  answered  her,  and  in  a  few  minutes 

a  pair  of  strong  arms  lifted  her  into  a  fishing  boat.  The  first 
person  she  recognized  was  Dr.  Barr.  He  had  started  from  the 
shore  in  answer  to  the  call  from  Captain  Grey,  but  the  motor  had 

broken  down.  He  had  seen  the  light  on  Lordly  Island  go  out, 
and  wondered  what  the  trouble  was.  Rose  soon  gasped  out  the 

story,  and  the  rest  was  simple.  The  motor-boat  was  turned  north- 
ward, and  in  half  an  hour  was  alongside  the  troopship,  while  an 

anxious  captain  wanted  to  know  why  he  had  been  stopped,  and 
what  had  become  of  the  light.  As  soon  as  he  was  informed,  the 

steamer's  wireless  began  to  crackle,  and  soon,  with  gathering 
speed,  she  was  again  plowing  her  way  toward  the  battle  fields  of 
Europe,  with  all  lights  out,  and  steering  such  a  course  as  to  give 
Lordly  Island  a  wide  berth. 

The  Germans  were  captured,  with  a  torpedo  rigged  up  in 

such  a  manner  that,  but  for  the  heroic  act  of  the  lighthouse  keeper's 
daughter,  this  tale  would  have  had  a  very  different  ending. 

Ian  MacGregor  (Form  Low.  VI.) 
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THE  SENTRY 

(written  in  Belgium) 

"Halt  !     Who  goes  there  ? 
Alone  in  the  Belgium  front  thera  stands. 

With  rifle  clasped  in  his  ice-cold  hands, 
In  a  lonely  spot  in  the  dank  lowlands, 

A  tired  sentry. 

His  wet  feet  stuck  in  the  muddy  ground, 

His  eyes  and  ears  strained  for  sight  or  sound 

Of  approaching  figures  o'er  a  far-off  mound, 
To  stop  their  entry. 

"Halt  !     Who  goes  there  ?" 
Is  that  a  rat  that  hovers  nigh  ? 

Or  a  sniping  coward  ?     Or  a  German  spy  ? 

Halt  !     Who  comes  across  that  grass  so  sly — 
Is't  friend  or  foe  ? 

"Friend  !"  came  the  answer  in  nick  of  time. 

"Advance,  friend,  give  the  countersign." 
And  he  whispered  clearly  across  the  line  : 

"Ontario  !" 

"Halt  !     Who  goes  there  ?" 
A  long  way  off  down  the  muddy  street 
He  hears  the  slushing  of  many  feet 

Approaching  him  on  his  sentry  beat. 

' '  Halt  !     Who  goes  there  ? ' ' 
Friends —  and  a  stretcher  :   a  comrade  who  gave 
His  life  and  his  all  that  he  might  save 

His  fighting  pals  from  yonder  grave. 
He  knew  no  fear. 

"Pass,  friends  ;   pass  on." 
Silent  he  watched  them  pass  in  line 

B3'  the  little  slope  'neath  the  ridge  of  pine, 
And  his  thoughts  roamed  back  to  the  countersign 

"Ontario  !" 
How  good  it  would  be  to  be  back  once  more 

Back  to  that  place  on  Ontario's  shore, 
Away  from  this  fiendish  hell  of  war 

With  its  blood-stained  snow. 

Not  fifty  yards  from  the  sentry's  wood 
Ten  thousand  men  in  the  trenches  stood  ; 

And  the  night  was  dark  and  the  wind  was  good 

For  the  Huns'  attack. 
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Some  crouched  by  on  the  firing  bench, 
Others  stood  in  the  muddy  trench  ; 
Where  the  earth  breathed  up  its  sickening  stench, 

And  the  night  was  black. 

Pals  and  comrades,  divided,  mixed  ; 

The  bombing  squads  in  the  bays  betwixt, 
With  nerves  all  tense  and  bayonets  fixed, 

They  waited  there. 
Long  into  the  night  they  crouched  in  mass. 
Prepared  for  the  deadliest  fumes  of  gas, 

When  its  green-grey  clouds  o'er  the  glacis  passed 
Through  the  foggy  air. 

Suddenly  then,  in  a  great  array, 

A  thousand  glares  for  miles  away 

Changed  all  the  darkness  into  day 

With  a  light  that  blinds. 

And  a  thousand  guns  from  the  enemy's  hill 
Flashed  with  a  roar  on  the  night  so  still— 
And  the  shrapnel  whizzed  on  its  path  to  kill 

In  our  swollen  lines. 

Loud  were  the  cries  of  the  men,  "we're  gassed  !" 
And  every  man  in  frenzy  masked. 
As  the  cloud  rolled  on  to  the  trenches  fast. 

O'er  No  Man's  Land. 
With  Maxims  and  Colts  again  and  again 
We  swept  their  ranks  with  a  leaden  rain, 
But  the  Huns  drove  on  in  an  endless  chain. 

By  cn^iel  command. 

And  their  shells  burst  on  with  an  awful  din. 
As  our  first  line  parapet  fell  in, 

And  the  cries  were  hell,  and  our  ranks  grew  thin. 
On  that  awful  night. 

Closer  and  closer  the  advancing  host 

Came  to  fulfil  their  Kaiser's  boast. 

And  the  shrapnel  broke  o'er  the  sentry's  post 
With  flashing  light. 

Firing  like  mad  in  that  loosened  hell 
The  Canadian  heroes  fought  and  fell 

As  the  Huns  came  on  with  their  murderous  yell 
And  naked  sword. 

Again  and  again  we  drove  them  back, 
And  we  cut  them  up  in  their  fierce  attack, 
As  our  rifles  flashed  in  the  night  so  black, 

On  that  mighty  horde. 
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Onward  they  swept  o'er  that  swampy  mire. 
And  they  fell  like  rats  in  our  tangled  wire 

As  we  mowed  them  down  with  machine-gun  fire 
From  either  side. 

And  then  like  a  war  of  olden  days 

A  thousand  bombs  from  the  bombers'  bays 
Burst  in  the  ranks  of  the  German  Greys, 

The  Kaiser's  pride. 

All  unprepared  for  this  sudden  knock, 
Their  disciplined  lines  like  a  wall  of  rock 

Swayed  and  crumpled  beneath  the  shock 
In  full  dismay. 

Then  as  a  man  the  Canucks  rose  up  ; 

'Twas  their  time  now  to  taste  of  the  cup 
And  from  it  the  wine  of  victory  sup 

E'er  broke  the  day. 

With  a  cheer  they  charged  on  the  frantic  Huns, 
Their  bayonets  fixed  on  their  long  Ross  guns. 

And  every  man  of  them  Canada's  sons 
Of  the  fourth  brigade. 

And  we  drove  them  back  in  a  wild  stampede, 

With  our  gallant  officers  in  the  lead. 
And  they  stumbled  back  with  relentless  speed 

Past  their  barricade. 

The  grey  dawn  broke  o'er  the  field  of  crime. 
Creeping  with  wounded,  and  mud  and  slime, 

And  the  dead  lay  thick  on  the  glacis'  grime, 
To  fight  no  more. 

No  graves  were  dug,  no  bells  did  toll 
For  the  half-unanswered  muster  roll, 
But  each  man  mourned  in  his  inner  soul 

The  price  of  war. 

And  not  far  back  by  the  wooded  crest 

The  sentry  sleeps  in  unbroken  rest 
With  a  bullet  sunk  in  his  cold  white  breast 

And  with  vacant  stare. 

And  they  carried  him  back  by  the  ridge  of  pine. 
Not  far  away  from  the  firing  line, 
And  inscribed  the  word  of  the  countersign 

As  they  laid  him  there. 

And  the  men  worked  on  from  day  to  day 

In  the  cold,  wet  mud  and  the  Belgian  clay 

Clearing  the  scenes  of  death  away 
Under  covered  night. 
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And  many  hearts  in  a  far-off  land 
Bled  for  the  boys  who  made  that  stand 

And  gave  their  lives  in  that  fight  so  grand, 
In  the  cause  of  right. 

Excepting  the  guns  from  the  Allies'  hill 
The  Belgian  front  lay  quiet  and  still, 

And  the  days  rolled  by  through  winter's  chill 
On  the  western  line. 

And  another  lonely  sentry  stands 

In  the  same  dark  spot  in  the  dark  lowland, 

.  Challenging  all  in  his  sharp  demand 
For  the  countersign. 

— M.  J.  Parsons  (Xo.  55264) 

(S.A.C.  1903-1907). 

T.A.C.  in  War-Time 

92nd  Battalion  Drilling  on  the  Field 
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MAKING  SHELLS 

HAVING  had  some  experience  in  a  munitions  plant  in  Nova 
Scotia,  I  have  been  induced  to  attempt  a  short  article  for 

the  Review. 

To  explain  the  making  of  the  shell  itself  would  involve  a  lot 
of  technical  terms,  which  would  convey  nothing  to  the  reader. 

Roughly  speaking,  the  process  can  be  divided  into  two 

separate  operations,  namely,  that  of  forging  the  "blanks,"  and 
that  of  machining  them  into  the  finished  article.  The  former  is 
much  more  interesting  for  several  reasons.  After  a  few  blanks 
have  been  machined,  as  they  are  all  done  in  the  same  manner,  the 
work  becomes  somewhat  monotonous  ;  whereas  in  forging  blanks 
one  is  always  dealing  with  something  new. 

The  interior  of  the  forge  building  where  this  first  operation  is 
carried  out  is  very  similar  to  such  a  forge  as  one  will  see  at  any 
steel  plant.  Along  one  side  are  ranged  the  hydraulic  presses  with 
the  fiirnaces  between  them  and  the  wall.  In  the  centre  of  the 

floor  the  shells  are  piled,  and  later  taken  to  the  inspection  building 

on  "buggies"  carried  on  overhead  cranes  capable  of  lifting  ten 
tons.  Along  the  other- wall  the  accumulators  which  give  the 
great  pressure  to  the  presses  are  seen  moving  up  and  down,  while 
overhead  miles  of  pipe  run  in  all  directions. 

Owing  to  the  great  demand  for  munitions  our  plant  was 
working  double  time,  which  necessitated  three  shifts  of  eight 
working,  with  the  exception  of  twenty  minutes  for  lunch.  These 
shifts  relieved  one  another  and  alternated  their  working  hours 
each  week.  For  example,  we  are  the  first  shift  and  work  from  seven 
a.m.  till  three  p.m.  We  are  replaced  by  number  two  shift,  who 
are  in  turn  relieved  at  eleven  p.m.,  and  they  work  till  seven  a.m., 
when  we  come  on  again.  The  next  week  we  take  number  two 

shift,  while  they  have  ours,  number  two  taking  number  three's. 
So  it  will  be  seen  that  the  presses  are  never  idle  for  a  minute 
except  on  Sunday  from  seven  a.m.  till  eleven  p.m..  during  which 
time  all  necessary  repairs  are  made. 

The  work  itself  is  extremely  hard  on  one.  The  most  strenuous 

job  physically  is  that  of  "heating  the  billets."  The  "heaters" 
stand  in  front  of  huge  furnaces  drawing  the  white-hot  billets,  at 
the  same  time  charging  the  cold  ones. 
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There  are  usually  two  heaters  to  a  shift  who  take  turn  in 

working  alternate  heats.  Their  working  time  therefore  being 
only  four  hours  a  day.  One  really  needs  to  see  these  men  at  work 

to  appreciate  what  they  do  ;  and  a  most  fascinating  sight  it  is. 
On  a  given  signal  the  furnace  doors  are  opened,  and  through  them 

flames  will  leap  for  a  couple  of  feet.  The  heater  takes  his  "peel" 
and  manoeuvres  it  in  such  a  way  that  several  perfectly  heated 
billets  appear.  How  he  finds  them  is  a  marvel  to  one  not  accus- 

tomed to  it.     Although  they  cannot  be  seen,  a  good  heater  knows 

Scene  of  Cantley's  Article 

how  many  he  has  in  his  furnace,  and  exactly  where  each  one  is. 
The  heat  is  terrible,  and  it  takes  a  lot  of  time  to  become  inured  to 

it.  As  the  billets  are  drawn  they  are  thrown  over  to  the  presses 
where  they  undergo  three  distinct  operations,  after  which  they 
are  laid  out  in  pyramid  piles  and  marked  according  to  the  heat 
series. 

The  men  have  to  contend  against  gassy  smoke,  heat  and 
burns.  A  great  many  are  forced  to  give  up  forging  owing  to  the 
gas  impairing  their  health.  The  extreme  heat  causes  much 
trouble  and  sickness.  I  have  seen  four  different  men  drop  within 
an  hour  owing  to  the  excessive  heat. 
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Burns  are  very  common  ;  a  day  seldom  passes  in  which  there 
are  not  many  burns,  the  majority  of  which  are  serious  and  all 

painful. 
The  spirit  and  enthusiasm  the  men  show  in  their  work  is 

splendid.  I  have  in  mind  one  particular  night  when  it  struck  me 
more  forcibly  than  ever  before.  We  had  been  working  on  the 
eleven  p.m.  to  seven  a.m.  shift.  Everything  was  running  smoothly 
and  we  had  hopes  of  a  good  output,  which  were  shared  by  the 
next  crew.  The  keenest  rivalry  existed  between  the  two,  one 

always  "jollying"  the  other. 
I  was  relieved  by  my  "buddie"  at  three  o'clock  and  had 

reached  the  end  of  the  building.  On  looking  back  I  was  fasci- 

nated— simply  could  not  tear  myself  away,  although  I  had  seen 
the  spectacle  many,  many  times  before.  There  were  some  four 
hundred  men  working  at  a  battery  of  seven  presses,  their  straining 

muscles  shining  in  the  sheets  of  flame  that  would  leap  almost  con- 
tinuously from  the  presses,  slowly  dissolve  into  smoke  and  lose 

themselves  in  the  grimy  darkness  above.  The  men  were  singing, 
some  joking,  while  here  and  there  you  saw  one  ducking  a  hot  shell. 

Everywhere  white-hot  iron  passing  to  and  fro,  while  coloured 
flames,  rising  to  a  great  height,  gave  shadowed  columns  and  pipes 
a  weird  appearance.  All  this,  added  to  the  tremendous  noise,  at 

three  o'clock  in  the  morning,  had  a  most  eerie  and  fantastic 
effect. 

To  one  coming  straight  from  this  roaring  inferno,  what  a 
different  scene  presented  itself  !  The  sun  was  just  then  rising  in 
majesty  above  the  quiet  surface  of  the  river.  A  knot  of  grimy 

men  stood  gazing,  awed  and  spell-bound  by  the  wonderftil  spec- 

tacle. Presently  an  old  Scotchman  joined  the  silent  group.  "  'Tis 
a  graund  sight,  lad,"  he  said,  and  the  simple  words  fitted  somehow 
better  than  eloquence  would  have  done.  Inwardly  I  felt  how 
good  a  thing  it  was  to  be  alive. 

D.  Cantley,  (Up.  VI.) 
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COMMERCIAL  CANADA  AFTER  THE  WAR 

A  T  the  present  time  practically  all  the  neutral  nations  are 

•^^  enjoying  a  period  of  unprecedented  prosperity.  The  task 
of  filling  the  great  void  left  as  a  result  of  the  withdrawal  of  Ger- 

man products  has  created  an  industrial  activity  that  taxes  even 
the  gigantic  resources  of  the  manufacturing  plants  of  the  United 
States  to  their  utmost.  Nor  is  this  all  ;  the  capacity  of  the 
warring  nations  for  producing  the  necessary  munitions  of  war  has 
fallen  far  below  their  requirements,  consequently  war  orders 
totalling  fabulous  amounts  have  been  allotted  to  eager  neutrals, 
particularly  the  United  States. 

At  the  commencement  of  hostilities  a  period  of  financial 
depression,  unparalleled  in  recent  times,  was  prophesied  for  our 

country,  and  only  by  the  unlooked-for  stimulus  to  industry  caused 
by  the  war  was  it  averted.  Can  we  yet,  however,  congratulate 
ourselves  on  escaping  this  financial  crisis  ?  Does  not  the  existence 

of  all  this  artificial  prosperity,  which  will  sureh^  end  with  the  war, 
mean  merely  a  deferring  of  these  conditions  until  peace  ?  In  a 

great  many,  in  fact  in  the  majority  of  cases  it  does,  but  fortunately 
we  have  every  reason  to  believe  that  Canada  will  be  one  of  the  few 
exceptions. 

Possibly  the  grounds  for  such  a  statement  can  best  be  shown 
by  a  short  review  of  conditions  in  Canada  since  the  war.  At  the 

beginning  of  hostilities,  the  Canadian  manufacturers  accepted 
war  contracts  but  not,  as  in  the  States,  to  the  exclusion  of  other 

business.  The  Canadian  manufacturers  perceived  in  the  war  an 
opportunity  for  acquiring  the  home  markets,  which,  if  seized, 
would  prove  the  turning  point  in  their  fortunes.  Therefore  whilst 
the  contracts  of  all  the  Allied  Governments  were  received  as  a 

means  of  tiding  them  over  the  temporary  stringency,  a  vigorous 
advertising  campaign  was  also  waged,  which  by  directing  the 
attention  of  the  Canadian  public  to  the  high  standard  of  home 
products,  has  to  a  great  extent  destroyed  the  prestige  of  foreign 
goods.  Thus  at  the  end  of  hostilities,  the  close  of  the  war  orders 

will  not  be  a  deathblow  to  Canadian  industry,  in  fact,  it  is  possible 
that  it  will  be  very  nearly  counterbalanced  by  the  increased  con- 

sumption of  goods  owing  to  the  return  of  the  soldiers.  Then  tak- 
ing the  problem  of  the  returned  soldiers,  the  fear  that  thousands 

of  them  will  be  unable  to  obtain  employment  and  others  be  a 
burden  to  the  community  is  greatly  exaggerated.      Many  of  these 
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soldiers  came  from  rural  districts  and  will  return  there,  and  even 

should  there  not  be  industrial  employment  for  others,  there  will 

be  a  demand  for  even  inexperienced  farm- help. 
Now  consider  war-stricken  Europe.  A  great  percentage  of 

her  most  fertile  fields  are  now  providing  trenches  for  the  armies  of 
the  various  belligerents  to  fight  in.  The  destruction  wrought  is 
incalculable,  and  many  years  must  pass  before  it  is  repaired. 
During  this  interval  there  will  be  a  demand  for  the  very  grains 
that  Cana;da  can  so  abundantly  produce.  Then,  lastly,  one  must 

consider  that  Canada's  prosperity  is  founded  on  Canada's  tre- 
mendous natural  resources,  the  stability  of  which  is  constant,  not 

varying  with  war  or  peace. 
N.   MacL.   MacLeod.  (Form  V.) 

Keeping  their  Eye  on  the  Kaiser 
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LIFE  AT  PURDUE  UNIVERSITY 

THE  Editor  has  asked  me  to  write  a  short  account  of  my  stay 
at  Purdue  University,  thinking  my  experiences  might  prove 

of  some  interest  to  present  St.  Andrew's  College  boys  who  intend 
to  take  a  course  in  practical  science.  Unfortunately  for  this 
purpose,  my  career  at  Purdue  was  cut  short  when  I  decided  to 
enlist,  but  I  shall  try  to  give  an  idea  of  the  place  and  its  methods. 
The  peculiar  circumstance  of  my  being  a  Canuck  attending  a 

college  where  so  many  fellow-students  and  instructors  were 
Germans,  may  add  a  touch  of  interest  at  the  present  time. 

Purdue  College  is  a  large  institution  something  like  the 

Boston  "Tech."  It  is  situated  in  vSouthern  Indiana,  and  is  at- 
tended by  about  2,000  students.  About  two-thirds  of  the 

white  population  of  Indiana  seem  to  be  Germans,  or  of  German 
origin.  At  all  events  that  about  is  the  proportion  of  the  German 

element  at  Purdue.  So  3^ou  can  imagine  my  feelings  when  on  my 
arrival  there,  after  a  long  and  lonely  train  ride  from  Toronto,  I 
discovered  to  what  nationality  the  great  majority  of  my  fellow 
students  belonged. 

At  my  first  interview  with  the  President,  he  said  to  me  : 

"Now,  Whitaker,  I  am  not  going  to  enrol  your  name  here  unless 
you  give  me  your  promise  not  to  discuss  the  war  with  the  other 

students  or  the  instructors."  Of  course  I  had  to  agree.  You  will 
naturally  wonder  if  the  same  conditions  were  imposed  on,  and 
adhered  to,  by  the  German  students.  Truth  compels  me  to  admit 

that  they  were,  and  that  any  "scraps"  I  had  about  the  war  were 
of  my  OAvn  seeking — at  least  I  will  take  all  the  blame. 

For  instance,  in  the  class  in  German  Composition,  I  found 
that  the  prescribed  book  .was  emblazoned  on  the  cover  with  the 
German  Eagle.  Naturally  this  decoration  had  the  effect  on  a 
loyal  Canadian  of  the  proverbial  red  rag  on  a  bull,  and  I  promptly 
proceeded  to  remove  the  offending  bird  and  substitute  a  picture 

of  King  George  (in  the  only  available  formi- — a  postage  stamp  !). 
The  instructor,  a  German,  happened  to  notice  this,  and  nearly 
had  a  fit.  In  a  furious  rage  he  ordered  me  out  of  the  class. 
However,  after  consultation  with  the  head  of  the  department,  I 
turned  up  as  usual  next  day,  and  found  that  the  professor  had 

calmed  down  considerably  on  making  the  discover}^  that  I  was  a 
British  subject.  He  at  once  admitted  that  this  made  a  difference, 
and  we  were  good  friends  afterwards. 
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If  you  go  to  Purdue,  you  will  soon  have  it  brought  home  to 

you  that  you  must  work  hard.  There  is  no  "getting  away"  with 
anything  else.  Instead  of  term  exams.,  weekly  tests  are  held, 
and  for  these  the  percentage  required  for  a  pass  is  70  per  cent. 
If  you  fail  in  two  subjects  at  one  of  these  tests,  your  case  is  first 
taken  up  by  your  instructors,  and  if  that  does  not  produce  the 
desired  result  next  week,  you  are  likely  to  be  handed  over  to  the 

Vigilance  Committee.  This  body  has  no  counterpart,  so  far  as  I 
know,  in  Canadian  Colleges,  but  it  is  certainly  effective.  It  is 

composed,  not  of  "profs.,"  but  of  students — two  elected  from 
each  year.  They  of  course  have  means  of  finding  out  what  you 
have  been  doing  with  yourself  in  the  evenings,  and  if  their  report 
is  unfavourable,  down  you  go.  To  show  the  strictness  of  the 
standard  of  work  required,  I  may  mention  that  out  of  a  class  of 
about  850  who  started  the  year  with  me,  only  about  400  survived 
the  first  term. 

The  daily  routine  was  as  follows  :  Up  at  7.  Lectures,  8-12. 

The  afternoon  was  devoted  to  practical  work  in  the  shops — viz., 
foundry-work,  bench-work,  (carpentry),  machine  shop,  forging — 
all  splendidly  equipped,  and  where  you  get  lots  of  hard  physical 
labour.  At  5.30  came  supper,  and  in  the  evening  you  had  to 

"plug"  at  book- work  until  bed-time  (12  or  later — generally  later 
with  me).  Saturday  was  a  half-holiday,  and  devoted  to  shop- 
work. 

Thanks  to  good  grounding  at  S.A.C.,  I  managed  to  get 
through  the  first  term  satisfactorily,  but  got  restless  about  my 
duty  in  connection  with  the  war,  and  in  January  decided  to  come 

back  and  do  my  "bit"  by  enlisting,  and  here  I  am,  on  duty  in  the 
guard-house  as  N.C.O.  in  charge. 

I  may  say  that  my  experience  at  Purdue  brought  home  the 
fact  that,  whatever  happens  to  the  Kaiser  and  his  agents,  there 
is  going  to  be  nothing  dead  about  the  German  language  yet  awhile. 

Every  electrical  engineer  who  hopes  to  make  good  in  his  profes- 
sion has  to  know  German.  Our  German  instructors  were  cer- 

tainly men  who  knew  their  business,  and  knew  how  to  work  and 

make  yoti  work.  They  gave  one  a  view  of  German  "efficiency" 
at  close  range — the  sort  of  thing  we  are  "up  against"  in  Europe 
now,  and  will  probably  continue  to  be  after  the  war. 

One  of  these  men — I  will  not  say  which,  as  it  might  be  em- 
barrassing to  him  if  these  notes  should  happen  to  meet  his  eye — 

took  my  fancy  particularly,  and  when  I  was  leaving  I  went  to  bid 
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him  good"bye.  When  he  heard  what  I  was  doing,  instead  of 
getting  mad  he  became  confidential,  and  told  me  plainly  he  wished 
the  Kaiser  would  be  licked,  and  also  said  that  when  peace  was 
declared  he  thought  that  every  German  would  be  glad  to  shake 
hands  with  the  British.  Remembering  Belgium,  the  Lusitania, 
the  Zeppelin  raids,  etc.,  one  hardly  feels  in  a  mood  to  reciprocate 
this  feeling  towards  his  countrymen,  but  for  Germans  such  as  he  I 
have  nothing  but  esteem,  and  I  hope  to  have  the  advantage  of  his 
further  instruction  when  the  war  is  happily  a  thing  of  the  past. 

EwART  G.  Whitaker, 

Gunner,  55th  Battery,  C.E.F. 

A  Habitant 
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SPAIN'S  POSITION  IN  THE  WAR 

IT  is  a  widely  held  opinion  that  Spain,  though  neutral,  favours 
the  Germans.  As  a  Spaniard  and  with  the  latest  news  from 

Spain  every  week  I  think  I  can  deal  with  this  erroneous  impression 
with  some  authority. 

There  has  been  talking  about  the  supplying  of  German  sub- 
marines from  Spain,  and  in  Spanish  papers  I  read  the  news  of  a 

Gerrtian  undersea  boat  having  been  seen  at  the  Bay  of  Biscay. 
If  something  of  that  kind  took  place,  no  doubt  it  was  done  by  the 
German  colony,  fairly  large  in  the  northeast  part  of  the  country. 

A  ship  was  captured  by  the  Customs  Service,  loaded  with  gasoline 
and  provisions.  Of  Spanish  Government  action,  nothing  can  be 
said  that  indicates  connivance  at  such  attempts. 

The  Government  is  neutral,  of  course,  because  nothing  calls 
us  to  fight,  and  nobody  has  touched  us  so  far,  but  of  the  country 
that  cannot  be  said.  It  is  impossible  for  a  European  country  to 

stand  morally  neutral  in  a  war  where  every  neutral's  life  has  some 
interest.  So  it  is  in  Spain.  In  newspapers,  magazines,  cafes, 

clubs,  etc.,  pro- Allies  and  pro-Germans  urge  their  arguments,  in 
language  whose  violence  rivals  that  used  by  the  belligerents  them- 

selves. Concerning  the  war,  two  great  bodies  of  opinion  are 
found  in  Spain.  The  clergy,  the  greater  part  of  the  middle  classes, 

the  army  and  the  nobility  are  pro-German.  They  form  the  Con- 
servative body,  and  look  constantly  to  the  past,  trying  to  make 

the  future  run  by  the  traditional  paths.  So  they  are  imperialists, 
and  they  look  more  to  our  international  position  and  power  than 
to  our  interior  welfare.  Their  scheme  would  be  greatly  helped  by 

a  German  victory,  so  they  are  pro-German.  They  say  that  Ger- 
many would  give  us  Gibraltar,  colonies  in  Africa,  and  back  us  as 

a  power  in  the  Mediterranean  by  the  defeat  of  France  and  Italy. 
They  control  the  clerical  press  and  some  of  the  Conservative 
papers,  but  they  are  separated  from  actual  Government. 

Opposite  to  this  body  there  is  the  pro-Ally  party.  It  is 
formed  by  all  the  liberal  persons  who  have  broken  with  the  past  and 
wish  to  see  Spain  completely  changed.  All  the  Left  parties,  from 
moderate  Liberals  to  Socialists,  are  anti-German,  and  in  the 
speeches  of  their  leaders  can  be  seen  a  strong  sympathy  for  the 

allied  cause.  Most  of  theni  say  that  had  the  country  been  pre- 
pared, our  duty  to  Spain  should  be  to  fight  Germany. 
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Their  principal  arguments  are  these  :  France — the  demo- 
cratic champion  of  Europe,  who  gave  to  the  world  the  French 

Revolution  that  liberated  Europe  from  so  much  tyranny — must 
win,  in  order  that  her  ideas  shall  go  on  leading  civilization.  The 
system  of  government  of  the  winner  no  doubt  will  prevail  in 
Europe,  and  of  course  they  prefer  the  English  individualistic 
Democracy  to  the  German  State  control.  France  and  England 
always  helped  our  Liberal  Government  against  the  reactionary 
risings.  There  is  a  community  of  ideas  between  all  the  Latin 
countries,  and  these  are  now  fighting  Germany,  whose  ideals  are 

Getting  Ready 

opposed  to  our  Latin  ideals.  When  Napoleon  tried  to  conquer 
Spain,  Spaniards,  English  and  Portuguese  fought  side  by  side  in 
many  a  battle,  and  in  a  great  degree,  thanks  to  the  English  help, 
we  saw  ourselves  free  from  French  domination  before  other 
countries. 

Our  commerce  is  much  greater  with  England  and  France  than 

with  Germany,  and  our  foreign  policy  since  Napoleon's  fall  has 
been  closely  related  to  England's. 

The  violation  of  Belgium  of  course  had  a  bad  effect  in  Spain 
and  lowered  very  much  the  German  prestige.  Afterwards  the 
demolition  of  monuments,  the  burning  of  Louvain,  the  destruction 
of  the  Rheims  Cathedral,  and  other  horrors,  weakened  very  much 

the  pro-German  party. 
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Many  people  in  Spain  asked  for  and  adopted  Belgian  orphans, 
and  subscriptions  for  the  relief  of  Belgium  were  opened  in  the 
principal  cities  and  towns. 

A  Belgian  minister  of  the  Crown,  M.  Carton  de  Wiart,  came 

with  a  special  embassy  to  thank  Spain  in  the  name  of  his  Govern- 
ment and  country.  When  he  was  at  Madrid,  numerous  demon- 

strations of  sympathy  and  sorrow  for  his  country  were  given  to 
him.  Recently  a  manifesto  was  published  in  the  leading  European 
papers,  signed  by  a  great  number  of  professors,  writers,  painters, 
artists,  scientists,  etc.,  declaring  community  of  intellectual  interest 
with  the  Allies,  and  protesting  against  the  Belgian  outrages. 

All  this  may  seem  strange,  as  Spain  was  for  a  long  period  the 

traditional  enemy  of  England,  occupying  the  position  that  Ger- 
many now  holds,  or  seeks  to  hold.  She  was  moreover  hated  by 

Protestant  England  as  the  land  of  religious  persecution,  autos-da- 
fe,  etc.  But  this  was  at  a  time  when  religious  persecution  was  a 
universal  instrument  of  government,  not  at  all  confined  to  Spain. 

To-day  Spain,  as  every  country,  is  changed,  and  there  is  no 
use  in  looking  at  her  as  in  the  time  of  Philip  II,  because  nothing  of 
that  age  exists,  just  as  nothing  exists  in  England  that  equals  the 
time  of  the  Tudors.  We  are  a  country  that  for  a  long  time  will 
not  go  to  war  unless  attacked,  or  fighting  in  Africa  the  cause  of 
civilization.  Our  present  ideal  is  to  have  peace  as  long  as  possible, 
to  develop  our  resources,  and  live  in  friendship  with  everybody. 

If  we  grow  strong  in  resources,  it  is  natural  that  we  take 
the  means  to  defend  ourselves  that  we  think  more  suitable.  In 

that  case  if  by  our  strategic  position,  somebody  thinks  we  are  a 
danger  and  tries  to  oppose  us,  that  will  be  our  enemy.  But  as  we 
do  not  have  any  warlike  idea,  we  hope  everybody  will  leave  us 
alone. 

ViNCENTE  L.   LoRiENTE,  (Form  IV.) 
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LAMENT  OF  THE  GERMAN  GOVERNMENT 

(Authorized  by  the  Reichstag  to  be  said  or  sung  in  quires  and 
places  where  they  sing  throughout  the  blessed  Fatherland,  as  an 
alternative  to  the  Hymn  of  Hate.) 

We  remember,   we  remember. 
The  time  before  the  war. 

The  little  spies  we  used  to  send 
To  every  foreign  shore. 
The  war  began  a  wink  too  soon, 
And  brought  too  long  a  fray, 
And  now  we  sometimes  think  the  fight 
Will  go  the  other  way  ! 

We   remember,    we   remember, 
Our  shining  armour  bright, 
Our  bands,  and  banners,  and  our  guns. — 
They  were  a  lovely  sight  I 
Der  Tag  on  which  the  Kaiser  built — 
On  which  his  heart  was  set, 

But  though  the  years  have  passed  away, 
He  hasn't  got  it  yet  ! 

We  remember,  we  remember, 
The  treaties  that  we  signed. 
On  little  scraps  of  paper,   which 
We  never  meant  to  mind. 

Our  spirits  flew  in  feathers  then, 
That  are  so  heavy  now, 

To  get  out  from  the  mess  we've  m-ade — 
We  really  don't  know  how  ! 

We   remember,   we   remember. 
The  time  when  we  were  free, 
Unfettered  by  the  Army   and 
By    all    its    tyranny. 
The   Kaiser  was  a  baby  then, 
A  sword  his  favourite  toy. 

Poor  Bill  :     He's  further  off  from  heaven 
Than  when  he  was  a  bov  I E.C.B. 

(With  apologies  to  Hood.) 
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A  RABBIT'S  DEFENCE 

THE  strange  fear  that  sometimes  seems  almost  to  paralyze  a 

rabbit  when  it  is  attacked  by  any  member  of  the  weasel 

tribe  has  often  been  observed.  Apparently  it  cannot  make  any 

effort  at  defence,  and  if  cornered  it  will  submit  to  the  fatal  bite 

without  a  sign  of  resistance.  There  are,  however,  exceptions  to 

every  rule,  and  I  shall  try  to  relate  an  exception  to  this  rule  that 

a  guide  on  Rice  Lake  once  saw. 
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Something  was  creeping  very  quietly  through  the  grass.  You 
could  tell  this  only  by  the  waving  of  the  blades.  About  twenty 

yards  away  out  in  a  field,  squatted  a  rabbit,  in  the  afternoon  sun. 
He  had  been  sitting  there  for  half  an  hour,  quite  motionless. 

The  hidden  creature  in  the  long  grass  was  slowly  and  surely 

stalking  him.  At  length  the  waving  grass  stems  stopped  moving. 
The  stalker  had  got  within  two  yards  of  the  rabbit  and  was  about 

to  make  a  final  rush.  The  long  grass  ended  here,  and  be^^ond  the 
stalker  had  no  cover. 

Then  all  of  a  sudden  the  rabbit  reversed  its  position.  It  did 

j't  very  quickly  and  very  quietly.  Moreover,  although  he  still 
sat  as  motionless  as  before,  the  man  could  see  through  his  glasses 
that  his  nose  was  constantly  working,  and  that  meant  that  he  was 

smelling  hard.  ■  The  hidden  foe  had  made  the  blunder  of  approach- 
ing the  rabbit  down  wind. 
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Since  there  was  no  longer  any  need  of  concealment,  the 

enemy  stood  up.  He  was  a  sinister-looking  male  stoat.  His  coat 
was  nice  and  smooth,  and  he  appeared  to  be  anything  but  the  pro- 

fessional slayer.  He  stood  looking  at  the  rabbit  for  a  minute  and 

then  made  his  rush.  It  was  quite  slow,  in  fact  a  kind  of  gallop. 
Any  animal  could  have  avoided  it. 

When  the  stoat  was  within  striking  distance  of  the  rabbit  he 

stopped  short  and  then  very  quickly  darted  behind  bunny.  This 
is  the  regular  stoat  manoeuvre  :  to  dart  around  to  the  side  of  its 
prey  and  leaping  upon  its  back  deliver  the  fatal  bite  of  the  weasel 
tribe  at  the  base  of  the  brain. 

The  next  instant  the  stoat  was  lying  on  his  back,  with  all  the 

wind  knocked  out  of  him,  and  the  rabbit  was  sitting  hunched  up 
and  facing  him  as  before.  It  was  a  most  unexpected  defeat.  As 
the  stoat  had  reared  to  deliver  the  fatal  bite  the  rabbit  had 

pivoted  to  meet  him,  and  jumping  into  the  air  had  landed  a  full- 

power  kick  with  his  hind  legs  on  the  stoat's  chest. 
About  this  time  the  human  onlooker  took  a  hand  in  the 

business.  The  report  of  a  rifle  scared  the  rabbit  and  he  scampered 
off  to  safety.  H.  Home  (Form  V.) 

Prize  Photo — ^Wild  Animals  surprised  in  their  haunts 
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AN  OLD  BOY  AT  SALONICA* 

November  19th,  1915. 

In  Salonica  Harbour. 

YESTERDAY  at  this  time  we  were  sailing  past  Mount  Olympus 
on  the  long  bay  leading  to  this  port.  The  shore  on  either 

side  had  long  been  flanked  with  hills  and  mountains,  but  the 
celebrated  Home  of  the  Gods  overtopped  them  all.  With  its 

snow-capped,  jagged  top,  it  awed  into  insignificance  anything 
anywhere  about,  and  we  could  hardly  believe  that  it  did  not  lie  a 

stone's  throw  from  the  shore.  The  calm  blue  water  stretched 
away  to  the  shore  lying  in  shadow,  which  as  it  ascended  toward 
the  summit  of  the  mountain  changed  from  a  deep  black  to  a  filmy 

blue,  and  then  ended  abruptly  in  the  snow-capped  summit 
gloriously  lit  up  by  the  sun.  That  soon  passed  and  we  were  at 
anchor  in  front  of  the  citv  formerly  famous  as  Thessalonica. 

The  city  in  front  of  us  has  a  magnificent  situation.  It  lies  on 
the  sunny  southern  slope  of  a  hill  terminating  below  in  the  wharves 
and  above  in  an  ancient  walled  fort,  said  to  have  been  the  prison 
of  Abdul  Hamid  not  so  long  ago.  It  forms  a  square  surrounded 

by  a  wall,  in  which  are  here  and  there  to  be  seen  huge  round  towers. 
Outside  this  wall  to  the  west  there  is  a  complete  change  to  fields 
stretching  from  the  shore  to  the  base  of  the  hills,  and  interrupted 
occasionally  by  clumps  of  trees.  On  the  opposite  side  the  same 

description  holds,  except  that  for  a  couple  of  miles  the  very  water- 
front only  is  fringed  by  white  stately  houses,  intersected  by  groups 

of  trees.  These  white  houses,  tightly  massed  together,  with  their 

red-tiled  roofs  and  the  numerous  tall  white  minarets  glisten  in  the 
sunlight  and  form  a  strikingly  beautiful  picture  from  the  water, 
which  is  made  more  interesting  when  some  instructive  person 
points  out  the  castles,  the  walls,  the  tower  from  which  St.  Paul  is 
said  to  have  preached  to  the  Thessalonians,  the  squat  circular 

building  of  St.  George's,  which  dates  from  the  time  of  Constantine, 
the  Cathedral  and  the  domed  St.  Sophia's. 

*  We  are  much  indebted  to  Professor  D.  J.  Gibb  Wishart  for  permission  to 
publish  these  extracts  from  letters  written  by  his  son,  Lieut.  D.  E.  Staunton 
Wishart,  M.B.,  of  the  R.A.M.C.   (S.A.C.,   1901-1906). 
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A  Week  Later. 

Soon  we  were  among  the  hills,  climbing  slowly  up  one  only  to 
rattle  dangerously  down  another  immediately  afterwards,  and 

among  the  hills  we  have  remained.  We  detrained  at  the  "rail- 
head," a  little  station  in  Greece,  alongside  a  beautiful  small  round 

lake  set  among  the  hills.  One-third  of  the  lake  shore  was  in 
Greece.  On  our  right  another  third  was  Bulgaria  ;  the  remaining 
third  was  Serbia.  Hills,  nothing  but  them,  all  around  us.  We 
now  marched  along  the  road,  crossed  the  border  into  Serbia,  and 
climbed  up  a  muddy  road  to  the  camp  of  the  25th  Casualty 
Clearing  Station.  A  more  beautiful  sight  than  the  view  from  the 

officers'  mess  tent  cannot  be  imagined.  Its  beauty  was  much 
enhanced  by  the  fact  that  we  had  just  been  given  hot  tea  and  bully 

beef  and  biscuits,  on  real  plates,  and  were  delighted  with  the  kind- 
ness of  our  hosts,  all  rattling  fine  Irishmen.  Well,  we  got  fed,  and 

before  long  the  sun  had  gone  dowm  and  the  moon  came  up.  vSimul- 
taneously  the  lake  below  and  the  Bulgarian  mountains  opposite 

rapidly  changed  through  all  shades  of  blue  and  purple — and  so  did 

our  blood.     So  we  put  on  our  "warms"  and  went  for  a  tramp. 
Stewart  and  I  trudged  into  town,  a  collection  of  decrepit  huts 

on  either  side  of  a  main  street,  everything  closed,  not  a  light 
visible,  and  hardly  a  soul.  We  passed  two  sentries  who  appeared 
from  nowhere  and  at  a  turning  in  the  road  found  ourselves  below 

an  electric  arc-light.  Inquiry  in  a  broken  Germano-Englisho- 
Frencho  opened  a  shop  for  us,  and  soon  the  dingy  little  room  was 

filled  with  a  mixtum-gatherum,  the  village  mayor,  the  school 

master,  the  Serbian  secretary  and  under-secretary,  the  inn-keeper, 
etc.,  etc.  What  a  half  hour  we  spent  !  Everybody  most  polite 
in  his  own  particular  language  or  in  his  attempt  at  English.  We 
had  to  buy,  and  finally  came  away  with  several  pounds  of  good 

Turkish  delight — nothing  else  one  could  want.  When  I  asked  the 

time  seven  watches  were  pulled  out.  The  schoolmaster's  said  6.30, 
the  senior  officer's  6.00,  the  inn-keeper's  7.30,  the  clock  on  the  wall 
ticking  audibly  10  minutes  to  i,  etc.  So  I  was  polite  and  accepted 

the  officer's  time.  I  later  discovered  that  none  of  the  collection 
of  souvenirs  was  correct. 

^  :(:  :f:  :ic  Hs  Hs 

Salonica,   December   15th. 
It  is  out  of  the  question  to  give  you  a  complete  account  of  my 

doings  since  my  note  from  Doiran  Lake  about  a  month  ago,  but  I 
can  give  you  a  few  things  to  go  upon. 
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We  travelled  away  up  beyond  the  rail-head  and  joined  the 
Field  Ambulance  behind  the  British  lines.  Then  the  camp  moved 
and  divided  itself  into  two  deserted  villages  where  we  were  delayed 

by  men  suffering  from  exposure,  and  many  from  severe  frost-bite. 
Talk  about  work,  nothing  that  we  did  is  laid  down  in  books,  the 

work  never  stopped.  As  fast  as  we  could  we  evacuated  to  the  rail- 
head, but  evet  more  came  in.  The  cold  snap  certainly  was  the 

finishing  touch. to  an  already  much  shattered  division. 
All  this  time  the  situation  was  changing,  not  for  the  better, 

and  soon  the  one  half  of  our  village  was  in  receipt  of  occasional 
shells  every  day.  Then  we  were  deluged  with  men  unable  to 
stand  a  long  march,  and  then  when  things  reached  the  breaking 
point  the  ambulance  got  ready  to  move,  and  Capt.  Mitchell  and  I 
were  sent  as  an  advanced  Dressing  vStation  to  a  village  in  the  most 

advanced  and  most  exposed  part  of  the  line.  Well, — when  the 
shock  came  we  did  nothing  heroic  and  we  managed  to  get  away 
with  all  the  wounded  that  reached  us,  and  that  is  about  all  I  cafe 
to  say  here.  When  we  again  reached  the  unit  there  was  the  bustle 
of  completely  moving  away,  and  this  we  did  darkly  by  dead  of 
night,  eventually  getting  away  through  the  village  and  past  the 
next  British  position,  and  at  3  a.m.  dossed  down  for  the  night  at 
least  four  miles  from  immediate  trouble.  From  that  day  to  our 
arrival  here  we  were  continually  on  the  move,  from  one  bivouac 
to  another,  our  moves  usually  comiing  suddenly  upon  us  at  night. 
Our  clothes  have  come  to  know  us  very  well,  though  we  have  had 
our  boots  off  now  and  then.  Finally,  almost  last  of  all  units,  we 

crossed  the  Grasco-Serbian  boundary,  and  took  our  places  in  the 
miles  upon  miles  of  retiring  French  and  British,  and  after  several 

strenuous  da^^s,  found  ourselves  here  not  far  from  No.  4  General 
Hospital. 

Apropos  of  this  retirement.  Many  rumours  were  apparently 

in  circulation  here  as  to  "huge  losses,"  "disastrous  retreat," 
"wounded  abandoned,"  "field  ambulance  wiped  out."  Without 
saying  more  than  a  few  words,  let  me  allay  all  these  canards  by 

saying  "Bosh  !"  For  I  was  there  ever}'  bit  of  the  whole  pro- 
ceeding. Our  Field  Ambulance  was  the  only  one  within  ten  miles 

of  trouble,  and  Mitchell  and  I  were  the  only  two  M.O.'s  ahead  of 
our  firing  line. 

The  retirement  was  inevitable  in  view  of  the  comparatively 
huge  forces  opposed  to  ours  and  was  as  orderly  as  I  can  conceive 
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possible  under  the  circumstances.  The  retirement  was  not  "nice " 

business,  but  it  was  "real  good  business"  well  carried  out. 
Just  now  in  the  tents  outside  there  is  a  steady  hum  of  con- 

versation, and  here  and  there  men  are  singing,  a  thing  they  have 

not  done  since  disembarkation  weeks  ago.  No,  there  may  have 

been  kits,  etc.,  left  behind,  rations  may  have  become  more  than 

monotonous,  they  may  have  had  many  a  day  of  real  discomfort, 

but  for  the  nonce  they  are  resting  under  canvas,  and  have  a  full 

ration  under  their  belts,  and  they  are  not  downhearted  a  bit. 

From  Parsons  I  heard  much  late  news  of  you  all — that  you 

were  all  well — which  greatly  relieved  my  mind,  though  to  tell  you 
the  truth,  there  were  many  days  when  we  had  no  time  to  think  of 

anything  but  the  work  on  hand,  and  when  we  dossed  down  we 

would  drop  ofif  to  sleep  at  once.  But  the  last  two  days,  when  on 

the  slow  retire,  we  had  much  time  for  worry,  and  I  was  glad  to  be 

reassured  by  the  latest  news  from  Toronto. 

P.S. — I  just  discovered  an  interesting  bit  of  news.  After 
part  of  the  very  cold  snap,  all  ambulances  were  asked  to  send  in 

recommendations  regarding  frost-bite.  Our  O.C.  consulted 
Livingston  and  me  and  adopted  our  suggestions,  and  these  were 
later  embodied  almost  verbatim  in  Divisional  Orders  ! 

D.    E.   vS.    WiSHART. 
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Heard  Melodies  are  sweet, 
But  These,  Unheard,  are  sweeter 
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Athletics 

Captain  Harry  Watson 

HOCKEY     PERSONNEL  OF  THE  FIRST  TEAM 

Watson  ("Squirt"),  Centre. — Captained  his  team  well,  and 
lived  up  to  his  reputation  all  season. 

Wallace  ("  Wally"),  Rover. — Second  year  on  the  team,  and 
is  still  one  of  the  fastest  men  and  best  back-checkers  we  have. 

Paterson  ("Pat"),  L.  Wing. — A  good  hard  worker,  and 
although  he  didn't  "find"  his  position  for  the  first  games,  he  well 
deserved  his  colours. 

Cameron  ("Cam"),  R.  Wing. — A  hard  shot  and  good  offen- 
sive player.      He  came  up  from  last  year's  Thirds. 
YuiLL  n.  ("Hop"),  L.  Defence. — Came  up  from  last  year's 

Thi  ds,  improving  as  the  season  went  on. 

Whitaker  ("Ed"),  R.  Defence. — An  exceptionally  steads- 
player  and  one  to  be  relied  upon  in  a  pinch. 

Wtlloughby  ("Hilly"),  Goal. — Came  up  from  last  year's 
Thirds,  a  cool  and  steady  man,  his  work  in  the  second  Upper 
Canada  game  was  specially  worthy  of  note. 

COMSTOCK,     Mgr. 
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PICKERING  vs.  S.A.C. 

St.  Andrew's  first  O.H.A.  engagement  of  the  season  took  place 
on  our  own  ice  on  Friday,  January  15,  when  we  met  and  defeated 
the  Pickering  College  seven.  The  game  was  a  tie  at  the  end  of 
the  third  period  and  an  extra  session  was  required  to  decide  the 

contest.  St.  Andrew's  displayed  their  superiority  in  this  over- 
time period  by  out-skating  and  outplaying  their  opponents  and 

were,  as  a  result,  rewarded  with  a  victory  of  6  goals  to  i. 

The  teams  lined  up  as  follows  : 
Pickering.  S.A.C. 

Lawrence   Goal   Willoughb>' 
Rogers   R.  defence   Whitaker 
Puglsey   L.  defence   Yuill 

Henderson   Rover   W^allace 
Wight   Centre   Watson 
Annandale   R.  wing   Cameron 
Cody   L.  wing   Bole 

Referee — Dr.    LaFlamme. 

S.A.C.  started  off  with  a  rush,  and  were  soon  pressing  hard  on 

the  Pickering  goal.  Lawrence  made  a  brilliant  stop  of  Watson's 
shot  and  the  boys  from  Newmarket  took  the  puck  to  the  St. 

Andrew's  end.  Watson  and  Wallace  relieved  with  a  fast  com- 

bination which  resulted  in  a  score  from  Wallace's  stick,  after  five 
minutes  of  play. 

The  Crimson-and-White  again  assumed  the  aggressive  and 
their  attack  was  marked  by  an  end-to-end  rush  of  Yuill,  whose 

shot  was  neatly  stopped  by  the  opposing  goal-keeper.  Pugsley 
made  a  determined  effort  to  score,  but  found  the  S.A.C.  defence 

impregnable.  Annandale  received  a  bad  pass  from  the  side  and 

notched  Pickering's  first  and  only  goal  in  16  minutes. 

The  period  ended  a  moment  later  with  St.  Andrew's  pressing. 

Score  :     S.A.C,    i  ;     Pickering,    i. 

Both  teams  started  the  Second  Period  at  a  fast  pace,  the 

goal-tenders  on  each  side  having  plenty  of  work  to  do.  A 
Wallace- Watson  combination  which  beat  the  defence  was  phe- 
nomenallv  saved  bv  Lawrence.     Watson  was  hurt,  but  continued. 
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The  period  ended  without  a  further  score,  but  was  m'arked 
by  the  clean  playing  of  both  teams,  not  a  player  being  penalized. 
The  work  of  the  Pickering  defence  pair  was  clever,  while  Wallace 

and  Watson  were  conspicuous  on  our  side. 

Score  :     S.A.C.,    i  ;     Pickering,    i. 

The  play  now  livened  up  considerably,  in  the  Third  Period, 

several  penalties  being  imposed.  Watson  swung  on  Pugsley  and 

was  benched,  while  the  boys  in  blue  rushed  things  to  the  St. 

Andrew's  end  in  his  absence.  However,  he  soon  notified  his 
return  by  a  good  rush,  but  was  forced  to  shoot  from  outside  the 

defence,  which  availed  nothing.  Our  team  had  several  good 

chances  to  score  but  shot  the  puck  against  Lawrence's  pads.  At 
full  time  the  score  stood  a  tie,  i-i,  and  the  game  went  into  over- 

time.    Score  :     S.A.C.,    i  ;     Pickering,    i. 

Watson  stick-handled  through  the  whole  Pickering  team,  but 
Lawrence  saved.  Wallace  loomed  up,  however,  and  batted,  in 
the  rebound. 

On  the  resumption  of  play,  Wallace  notched  another  from  a 

scrimmage  in  the  goal  mouth. 

A  Watson-Cameron-Bole  combination  resulted  in  the  puck 
being  placed  behind  Lawrence,  Watson  doing  the  trick. 

On  a  pass  from  Wallace,  Watson  again  found  the  net,  the  ends 

having  been  changed  after  the  first  five  minutes  of  play. 

St.  Andrew's  were  now  outskating  the  opposing  forwards  and 
Wallace  was  enabled  to  find  the  net  as  a  result  of  a  nice  pass  from 
Cameron. 

The  game  ended  a  minute  later  with  the  Crimson-and- White 
on  the  aggressive. 

Score  :     S.A.C.,   6  ;    Pickering,    i. 

The  effective  back-checking  of  the  S.A.C.  forward  line  was 

largely  responsible  for  the  victory,  Wallace  in  particular  dis- 
tinguishing himself.  Wight  and  Pugsley  starred  for  Pickering, 

while  Watson,  Wallace  and  Willoughby  shone  for  St.  Andrew's. 

Joe  Taylor. 
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S.A.C.  vs.  DE  LA  SALLE 

On  Wednesday,  January  19,  we  played  our  second  game  of  the 

season,  with  De  La  Salle.  This  team  had  shown  up  well  in  prac- 
tice and  were  expected  to  give  us  a  hard  battle  ;  the  superior 

speed  of  our  boys,  however,  was  too  much  for  their  heavier  op- 
ponents, who  were  defeated  by  the  score  of  5  to  4. 

At  4  o'clock  the  teams  lined  up  : 

S.A.C.  De  La  Salle. 

Willoughby   Goal   Ryan 
Whitaker   R.  defence   Spellman 
Yuill    .  L.  defence   McAllister 

Wallace   Rover   O'Connor 
Watson  (capt.)   centre   Maloney 
Cameron   R.  wing   Wagner  (capt.) 
Bole   L.  wing   Ingoldsby 

Referee — J.  Moxon. 

The  game  started  with  Whitaker  boring  a  hot  one  at  Ryan, 

who  cleared.  St.  Andrew's  had  several  good  chances  to  score,  but 
could  not  find  the  net,  owing  to  erratic  shooting. 

Cameron  was  given  a  rest  for  tripping  and  the  red  shirts  again 
bombarded  Ryan  but  found  him  impregnable.  The  green  shirts 

took  the  rubber  to  the  St.  Andrew's  end  and  got  their  first  shot 
on  our  goal  after  twelve  minutes  of  play,  the  excellent  back- 
checking  of  the  local  forward  line  having  kept  the  puck  in  their 

opponent's  territory  so  far. 

Spellman  tried  hard  to  beat  Willoughby,  who  made  two  bril- 
liant saves.  Watson  broke  up  a  three-man  combination  and  laid 

a  rifle-like  shot  in  the  corner  of  the  La  Salle  net. 

Score  :     S.A.C,    i  ;     D.L.S.,    o. 

The  Second  Period  started  with  De  La  Salle  taking  a  new 
lease  on  life.  Ingoldsby  and  Maloney  combined  for  their  first 

goal. 

Watson  restarted  things  for  us  by  circling  the  net  and  passing 
to  Wallace,  who  burned  it  in. 

Cameron  made  a  long  shot  from  outside  the  defence  which 

Ryan  could  not  stop,  resulting  in  St.  Andrew's  third  goal. 
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It  now  became  plain  that  S.A.C.  were  all  over  their  opponents, 

their  superior  speed  and  combination  giving  them  an  advantage 

over  the  opposing  forwards.  Cameron  and  Watson  skated 

through  the  La  Salle  defence,  Watson  placing  in  the  pass. 

Wagner,  the  D.L.S.  captain,  who  had  started  the  game  with 

a  sprained  ankle,  was  forced  to  retire.  Bole  going  off  to  even  up. 

Wallace  and  Watson  found  it  easy  to  roam  around  the  ice  un- 
checked, having  enough  speed  to  leave  any  of  their  opponents 

behind.  They  flashed  down  the  ice  together  and  Watson  poked 

the  puck  in. 

S.A.C,  5  ;    D.L.S. ,  i. 

The  final  tussle  was  marked  by  the  brilliant  work  of  our 

centre-ice  men.  Both  teams  showed  signs  of  lagging  after  five 

minutes  of  even  play,  but  some  good  three-man  combinations 

were  made,  and  the  goalkeeper's  on  both  sides  gave  fine  exhi- 
bitions. 

The  period  ended  without  any  further  score,  but  giving  a 

decided  victory  to  St.  Andrew's.  For  La  Salle,  Ryan  and  In- 

goldsby  played  well,  while  the  whole  St.  Andrew's  team  worked 
evenly.  Captain  Watson  was  the  best  man  on  the  ice  although 
he  had  little  on  Wallace.  Cameron  and  Bole  showed  decided 

improvement,  while  the  Crimsan-and-White  defence  men  worked 
like  veterans,  forcing  the  enemy  forwards  to  shoot  from  well 

outside.  '  Joe  Taylor. 

DE  LA  SALLE  vs.  S.A.C. 

(Return  Game) 

On  February  2,  S.A.C.  hooked  up  with  De  La  vSalle  for  a 

second  time  and  succeeded  in  pulling  out  a  victory  and  cinching 

the  group.  A  postponement  of  the  return  game  with  Pickering 

was  necessary,  owing  to  lack  of  ice  at  Newmarket,  and  our  boys 

went  on  to  the  ice  after  a  two- weeks'  rest. 

Both  teams  presented  a  different  line-up  from  that  of  their 

first  encounter  ;  St.  Andrew's  having  moved  Yuill  up  on  the  line 
and  placed  Patterson  on  the  defence,  while  the  La  Salle  team  had 

had  a  general  shake  up. 
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This  was  the  caste  : 

S.A.C.  D.L.S. 

Willoughby    Goal   Ryan 
Whitaker   R.  defence   Malone 

Patterson   L.  defence   Spellman 

Wallace   Rover   O'Connor 
Watson  (capt.)   Centre   Ingoldsby 
Cameron   R.  wing   Wagner 
Yuill,  II   L.  wing   Moyan 

Referee— J.  B.  McArthur. 

For  some  moments  after  the  start  play  was  even.  St.  An- 

drew's were  first  to  hit  their  stride  and  bombarded  Ryan  from  all 
sides.  Cameron  bored  in  a  hot  one  and  when  Ryan  stopped  it, 
Maloney  accidentally  scored  against  his  own  team. 

Wagner  took  the  puck  on  the  face-off,  and  netted  it  for  La 
Salle's  first. 

Moyen  and  Wagner  combined,  the  former  placing  the  pass 
behind  Willoughby. 

Watson  did  some  pretty  work,  and  after  a  lone-hand  jaunt 
evened  the  count  by  a  neat  shot. 

Ingoldsby  put  his  team  ahead  again  when  he  batted  in  the 

rebound  of  Moyen's  shot. 
Watson  worked  his  way  in  close  and  dropped  the  puck.  Wal- 
lace followed  in  behind  and  tied  the  score  again. 

Moyen  made  another  for  the  green  when  he  poked  a  top- 
corner  shot  in  the  crimson  net. 

S.A.C,  3  ;    D.L.S. ,  4- 

In  the  Second  Period  St.  Andrew's  went  right  to  work  and 
soon  had  La  Salle  hugging  their  net.  Watson  came  down  the 
side  fast,  grabbed  a  pass  and  banged  one  in  that  Ryan  could  not 

get. Both  teams  displayed  some  clever  hockey  in  this  period,  with 
our  forwards  showing  better  speed  and  combination.  Spellman 

was  the  only  green-shirted  forward  who  showed  much  class, 

while  Paterson's  shooting  and  Watson's  general  work  were  com- 
mendable for  S.A.C.  Cameron  passed  from  behind  the  goal  and 

Watson  did  the  trick. 

Patterson  lengthened  the  lead  on  a  pass  from  Yuill. 

S.A.C,   6  ;     D.L.S.,   4. 

^ 
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De  La  Salle  in  the  Final  Round  pressed  from  the  start,  and  a 

dangerous  shot  from  outside  the  defence  bounded  in  off  Wil- 

loughby's  pads. 
Watson  went  through  alone  and  after  working  right  into  the 

net  notched  another. 

Watson  repeated  this  performance  a  moment  later  after 
another  brilliant   individual   play. 

Capt.  Wagner  put  some  life  into  his  team  by  a  brilliant  effort 
which  was -well  rewarded  with  a  score. 

Watson's  speed  and  stickhandling  were  superb  and  when  the 
smoke  had  cleared  off  it  was  found  that  he  had  scored  two  more 

goals  practically  unassisted,  which  cinched  the  game  for  his  team. 

On  a  scramble  in  front  of  the  net  the  puck  got  past  "  Hilley  " 
for  the  final  score  of  the  game. 

S.A.C.,    lo  ;     D.L.S.,    7. 

The  crimson-and-white  showed  more  speed  and  combination 
than  at  any  other  time  to  date  and  proved  their  superiority  as  a 
team  over  the  others  in  the  group.  Willoughby  was  a  little  off 
color  for  the  first  time  this  year,  but  the  work  of  Whitaker, 
Wallace  and  Watson  deserves  honourable  mention.  Ingoldsby, 
as  usual,  gave  the  best  performance  for  De  La  Salle. 

Joe  Taylor. 

S.A.C.  vs.  PICKERING 

On  Friday,  February  4th,  the  team  journeyed  to  Newmarket, 
accompanied  by  a  carload  of  supporters,  to  play  the  return  game 
with  Pickering  College.  The  result  of  the  engagement  could 
make  no  material  difference  in  the  standing  of  the  teams,  as  St. 

Andrew's  had  already  won  the  group  and  were  waiting  for  the 
second  round. 

The  opening  period  was  of  the  slap-dash  variety,  the  play 

resembling  an  unorganized  game  of  "shiriney"  with  too  many 
playing.  Pickering  managed  to  score  twice,  both  counters  coming 
from  scuffles  in  front  of  the  net,  while  our  boys  were  unable  to 
beat  Lawrence,  although  they  made  many  creditable  attempts. 
The  ice  was  in  excellent  condition,  but  poor  lights  made  it  well 
nigh  impossible  to  see  the  puck  and  the  small  ice  surface  rendered 
it  an  utter  impossibility  to  conduct  combination  plays. 
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Captain  Watson  grabbed  the  first  goal  for  his  team,  in  the 
second  period.  Shortly  afterwards  Paterson  bulged  the  net  with 
a  neat  shot  from  the  side.  Pickering  scored  twice  in  this  period, 
making  the  count  four  to  two  in  their  favour. 

At  the  beginning  of  the  final  round  Whitaker  received  a  gash 

over  the  e^'e  and  was  forced  to  retire.  During  his  absence  the 

Pickering  boys  were  all  over  St.  Andrew's  and  brought  their  total 
up  to  eight,  while  they  held  us  down  to  two. 

For  St.  Andrew's  Wallace  was  best,  although  the  whole  team 
worked  hard  under  the  handicap.  Wight  and  D.  Pugsley  were 
good  for  Pickering. 

The  teams  : 

Pickering  : — Goal,  Lawrence;  r.  defence,  Rogers  ;  1.  defence, 
D.  Pugsley  ;  centre,  Wight  ;  rover,  Henderson  ;  r.  wing,  E. 
Pugsley  ;    1.  wing,   Annandale. 

St.  Andrew's  : — Goal,  Willoughby  ;  r.  defence,  Whitaker  ;  1. 
defence,  Yuill  ;  rover,  Wallace  ;  centre,  Watson  ;  r.  wing, 
Cameron  ;    1.   wing,    Paterson. 

Referee — E.  Doyle. 

Joe  Taylor. 

S.A.C.  vs.  BELLEVILLE 

On  Friday,    February     11,    1916,    St.   Andrew's  College    met 
Belleville's  Junior  O.H.A.  team  on  the  latter's  ice. 

The  rink  was  of  a  fair  size  and  the  ice  sheet  was  excellent,  but 

the  lights  were  undoubtedly  open  to  improvement.  A  loyal 
crowd  were  on  hand  to  support  the  home  team  and  together  with 

the  military  band  did  much  to  make  the  building  re-echo  with 
shouts  and  noise. 

The  line-up  :- — 
S.A.C.  Belleville. 

Willoughby   Goal   Nurse 
Whitaker   R.  defence   Lynn 

Yuill,  II   L.  defence   Holloway 
Wallace   Rover   Whalen 
Watson   Centre   Amott 

Cameron,  I   R.  wing   Armstrong 
Bole   L.  wing   Green 

Referee — Lawson  Whitehead. 
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The  puck  was  faced  at  8.30  sharp  by  Referee  Whitehead,  an 

old  Belleville  boy.  Both  teams  worked  hard  but  through  a  pretty 

piece  of  combination,  Armstrong  to  Gunner  to  Green,  the  home 

squad  scored. 

St.  Andrew's  now  picked  up  and  rained  shots  on  Nurse,  the 
Belleville  goalkeeper.  Willoughby  kept  his  head  well  and  stopped 

a  couple  of  "burners,"  but  Armstrong  scored  for  Belleville. 

Things  were  looking  excellent  for  Belleville,  but  the  St.  Andrew's 
lads  could,  not  be  disheartened. 

The  game  was  now  very  fast,  and  the  excitement  was  intense, 
when  all  at  once  Belleville  broke  away  from  the  melee  and  made 

the  score  3-0.  Watson  and  Wallace  evidently  thought  things 

had  gone  far  enough,  for  by  excellent  stick-handling  Watson 
scored.  At  the  face-off  Wallace  took  the  puck  and  scored  another 

for  us.  The  score  was  now  Belleville  3,  St.  Andrew's  2:  The 
band  was  silent  for  a  few  minutes  and  the  expression  on  the  faces 

of  the  fans  had  changed  decidedly. 

Armstrong  of  Belleville  now  made  a  beautiful  rush,  but 

Willoughby  stopped  his  hard  shot  and  Watson  took  the  puck 

to  Belleville's  defence.  There  he  lost  it  and  by  a  combination 
by  Green  and  Whalen,  Belleville  scored.  Bole  was  now  sent  to 

the  side  for  accidentally  tripping  Belleville's  man.  With  the  six- 
man  hockey,  Watson  and  Yuill  IL  played  combination  and 

Watson  scored  for  St.  Andrew's.  The  score  made,  for  the  first 

period  : 

Belleville,  4  ;    St.  Andrew's,  3. 
The  Second  Period  opened  with  a  whirlwind  rush.  Yuill 

was  sentenced  for  2  minutes,  and  with  a  weakened  defence  we 

allowed  the  Belleville  boys  to  score  another  goal.  Yuill  came 

back  shortly  and  the  game  kept  going  from  one  end  of  the  rink 
to  the  other. 

With  the  score  5-3  against  them  our  team  seemed  to  be  losing 
heart.  They  allowed  the  enemy  to  score  another.  The  fast  pace 

was  beginning  to  tell  on  both  teams  and  the  game  became  slower. 

The  rooters  were  becoming  a  little  impatient  and  passed  some 
rude  remarks.  Thanks  to  the  watch,  this  was  soon  cut  short,  and 

the  second  period  ended  : 

Belleville,  6  ;    St.  Andrew's,  3. 
Some  good  advice  was  handed  out  in  the  dressing-room  and 

when  the  bell  rang  for  the  Third  Period  our  fellows  looked  like  a 

team  with  new  life.  .  Watson,  by  fast  skating  and  experienced 

--% 
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stick-handling,  scored  another  point.  Our  players  had  now 
visions  of  a  victory  and  played  accordingly,  but  their  hopes  were 
struck  hard  by  a  piece  of  combination,  and  Belle\dlle  scored 
another.  This  was  followed  by  an  eighth  goal,  and  the  noise  of 
band  and  crowd  was  deafening.  Watson  was  slightly  hurt,  and 

after  a  minute's  rest  came  back  on  the  ice.  Willoughby  was 
working  hard  and  it  was  wonderful  what  he  effected.  He  jumped 
all  over  the  net,  stopping  the  puck  by  his  hand,  shoulder,  leg, 

skate — any  old  way.  By  a  piece  of  hard  luck  he  fell,  and  the 
puck  hitting  Whitaker,  rolled  in  while  our  goalkeeper  was  on  the 
ice. 

Belleville,  9  ;    St.  Andrew's,  4. 
Bole  had  now  to  retire  through  an  injury  and  with  about  two 

minutes  to  play  Belleville  scored  the  last  goal. 

Belleville,  10  ;    St.  Andrew's,  4. 
Although  we  lost,  our  fellows  deserve  a  word  of  con- 

gratulation for  the  way  in  which  they  played  and  conducted 
themselves  both  on  the  ice  and  after  the  game.  The  Belleville 

paper  says  :  "A  cleaner  game  than  that  of  last  night  has  never 
been  played  on  local  ice  and  they  are  the  cleverest  set  of  boys  we 

have  played  this  season."  The  Toronto  "News"  writes  :  "A 
Belleville  man  said  the  St.  Andrew's  boys  are  to  be  commended 
on  the  gentlemanly  way  they  conducted  themselves  and  the 
sportsmanlike  manner  in  which  they  congratulated  the  winners 

after   the   game."  T.  R.  Rankin. 

A  Few  Moments  Spared  from  Study 
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BELLEVILLE  vs.  S.A.C. 

On  Friday,  February  i8th,  Belleville  Juniors  were  scheduled 

to  play  their  return  game  with  St.  Andrew's  at  the  Arena.  The 
game  was  called  at  8.30,  and  the  teams  lined  up  as  follows  : — 

S.A.C.  (8)  Position  Belleville  (4) 

Willoughby   Goal   Nurse 
Whitaker   R.  defence   Lynn 

Cantley    .  L.  defence   Holloway 
Wallace   Rover   Whalen 

Watson   Centre   Arnott 

Cameron   R.  wing   Armstrong 

Paterson   L.  wing   Green 

Referee — J.  Moxon-. 

After  two  minutes  of  play,  Arnott  banged  one  in  the  corner 

from  a  scrimmage  in  front  of  the  St.  Andrew's  net. 
Shortly  after,  Watson  livened  things  up  for  S.A.C.  with  an 

end-to-end  rush,  but  failed  to  get  past  the  clever  Belleville  goal- 
keeper. Then,  as  things  began  to  look  dull  for  Belleville,  Referee 

Moxon  came  to  their  aid  by  benching  Cameron,  Watson  and 

Wallace  in  quick  succession,  leaving  Paterson  as  the  only  forward 

for  our  seven.  Even  at  that  Belleville  failed  to  score,  owing  to 

Paterson's  clever  efforts.  Shortly  after  the  trio  returned  to  the 
ice,  Watson  slipped  in  a  pass  from  Cameron,  making  the  score 
one  all. 

Immediately  after  Watson,  by  an  individual  rush,  succeeded 

in  scoring  another  for  Saint  Andrew's.  He  again  scored  half  a 
minute  before  the  gong  by  a  long,  hard  shot  through  the  defence. 

Score  :     S.A.C,  3  ;    Belleville,   i. 

Second  Period.  In  the  first  minute  and  a  half  of  play, 

Watson,  by  clever  stick-handling,  took  the  puck  through  the 
whole  Belleville  team,  making  the  score  four  to  one  for  the  Crimson. 

Shortly  after,  Cameron  collided  with  a  Belleville  man  and  was 

forced  to  retire,  taking  Green  with  him.  The  game  now  livened 

up  considerably,  being  marked  by  good  combination  on  the  part  of 

Belleville  and  hard  checking  and  individual  rushes  by  St.  Andrew's. 
Referee  Moxon  gave  the  crudest  exhibition  of  refereeing  ever  seen 

at  the  Arena.  Our  boys  were  heavily  penalized  for  trivial  offences  at 

the  most  critical  stage  of  the  game.     This  undoubtedly  accounted 
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for  their  inability  to  overcome  the  six-goal  lead.  However, 
Whitaker  and  Cantley  added  two  more  by  lone  rushes  to  the  Saint 

Andrew's  tally.  This  made  the  score  six  to  one  or  one  goal  behind 
on  the  round,  when  Moxon  pulled  one  of  the  worst  decisions  ever 

seen  on  the  local  ice.  He  rang  the  bell  with  the  play  in  front  of 

St.  Andrew's  net,  and  when,  after  the  bell,  Whitaker  accidentally 
knocked  the  puck  into  our  goal,  Moxon  allowed  the  count. 
This  ended  the  second  period. 

S.A.C.,  6  ;    Belleville,  2. 
Third  Period.  The  first  few  minutes  were  marked  bv  hard 

play  on  both  sides  and  several  rather  unfair  penalties  for  S.A.C. 
This  enabled  the  Belleville  centre  to  get  away  for  two  goals.  St. 

Andrew's  now  played  hard,  and  their  centre  soon  scored  on  a  pass 
from  Cantley.  Wallace  and  Watson  now  got  their  combination 
going  which  resulted  in  Wallace  getting  a  clever  shot  past  Nurse. 
In  the  remaining  three  minutes  of  play,  S.A.C.  were  unable  to 

overcome  the  two-goal  lead  which  Belleville  still  had  on  the  round. 
Final  score  :     S.A.C,  8  ;    Belleville,  4. 
Harry  Watson  as  usual  proved  himself  the  best  man  on  the 

ice,  while  Wallace  was  a  close  second,  although  suffering  from 
sore  back.  Whitaker  and  Cantley  played  a  good  defensive  game, 
and  Willoughby  was  only  clearly  beaten  once.  Paterson  checked 
hard  v/hile  Cameron  was  hurt  and  forced  to  retire  in  the  second 

period. 
Belleville  showed  two  good  players  in  Arnott  and  Goaler 

Nurse.  They  played  real  good  hockey  all  the  time,  while  Arm- 
strong came  fast  in  the  last  period. 

A.  P.  HrxTER. 

S.A.C.  vs.  U.C.C. 

The  first  of  the  home  and  home  games  with  L'.C.C  was  played 
at  the  Arena,   Tuesday,    February   8th. 

For  the  first  eight  minutes  U.C.C.  had  the  best  of  the  play, 
but  Wallace  and  Watson  livened  their  team  mates  by  each  scoring 
one  in  quick  succession.  Play  was  very  even  after  that,  neither 

showing  much  class.  Macdonald  scored  U.C.C. 's  first  tall\-  from 
a  scrimmage  in  front  of  Campbell,  which  was  speedily  offset  by  a 
clever  rush  from  Watson. 
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The  St.  Andrew's  centre-ice  pair  managed  to  grab  three 
between  them  in  the  next  session  and  Paterson  also  contributed 

one,  making  the  count  seven  to  one  for  St.  Andrew's.  So  far 
Macdonald  has  shown  most  for  Upper  Canada  by  his  aggressive- 

ness while  it  is  hard  to  pick  any  outstanding  star  for  St.  Andrew's. 
During  the  final  round  St.  Andrew's  assumed  a  dormant  atti- 

tude and  it  was  very  lucky  that  their  lead  was  not  overcome. 
U.C.C.  rushed  things,  scoring  four  before  the  gong  stopped  their 

parade. 
Score  :     S.A.C.,  7  ;    U.C.C,  5.  A.  P.  Hunter. 

S.A.C.  vs.  TRINITY 

St.  Andrew's  added  another  victory  to  their  credit  when  they 
defeated  the  Trinity  College  School  team  in  Port  Hope,  on  Wed- 

nesday, February  23.  The  contest  was  fairly  close  throughout 
and  the  large  score  does  not  exactly  illustrate  the  evenness  of 

play.  Our  forward  line  with  their  O.H.A.  experience  plus  some 

good  back-checking  were  too  much  for  the  black  and  red  team, 
who  found  it  impossible  to  break  away. 

The  teams  stepped  out  on  a  perfect  sheet  of  ice  and  the  referee 

rang  his  bell  for  commencement  promptly  at  two  o'clock.  Trinity 
lacked  the  services  of  Morris  and  Wallace,  and  the  absence  of 

these  two  affected  them  greatly  at  the  outset  and  proved  a  de- 
cided disadvantage  during  the  contest. 

The  game  was  not  marked  by  the  brilliant  pla^dng  of  any 
individual  on  either  side,  although  A.  Sutherland  of  Trinity  and 

Harry  Watson  played  well  at  times. 

St.  Andrew's  ran  in  ten  goals  during  the  struggle,  of  which 
Watson  is  credited  with  six,  Wallace  two,  while  Paterson  and 

Whitaker  contributed  one  each.  The  Port  Hope  boys  were  only 
able  to  beat  Willoughby  four  times,  mainly  owing  to  their  crude 
work  around  the  nets  ;  the  inability  of  the  Easterners  to  draw 
out  the  goalkeeper  instead  of  shooting  at  his  pads  was  the  main 
cause  of  their  defeat.  Willoughby  had  a  good  day  in  goal,  while 
the  defence  was  all  that  could  be  desired.  Cameron  and  Paterson 

improve  every  game  and  have  rounded  into  a  great  pair  of  wings. 

The  line-up  : — 

5..4.C".— Willoughby,  Yuill,  Whitaker,  Wallace,  Watson, 
Cameron,  Paterson. 

T.C.S. — Wigle,  Cruickshank,  Bonnel,  Roach,  A.  Sutherland, 
Woodman,  Sutherland.  Joe  Taylor. 
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U.C.C.  vs.  S.A.C. 

In  one  of  the  most  listless  games  of  the  season,  St.  Andrew's, 
on  Feb.  26,  gained  a  second  victory  over  Upper  Canada  by  the 
score  of  seven  to  two.  The  contest  only  livened  up  in  the  last 
part  of  the  second  period  when  our  men  combined  for  a 
succession  of  goals. 

St.  Andrew's  commenced  by  running  in  three  shortly  after  the 
opening,  while  U.C.C.  were  notching  their  first  tally.  Watson  and 
Wallace  made  it  four  for  their  team  after  some  pretty  work 
around  centre  ice.  Frances  came  right  back  for  Upper  Canada, 

however,  and  beat  Willoughby  by  a  close-range  shot. 
Harry  Watson  wiggled  through  the  defence  and  sifted  a  top- 

corner  shot  into  the  Upper  Canada  net.  A  Cameron-Wallace- 
Watson  combination  resulted  in  a  score  by  Cameron  which 
closed  the  second  period,  with  the  count  standing  six  to  two  for 
S.A.C. 

Watson  is  credited  with  the  final  score  of  the  game,  but  also 
could  have  made  the  most  brilliant  play  of  the  season  if  he  had 
passed  to  Wallace  on  entering  the  defence  ;  these  two  combined 

well  until  they  reached  the  zone  of  their  opponents'  goal,  when  the 
usual  misjudgment  took  place.  A  lucky  goal  followed  this  time, 
though. 

The  Upper  Canada  boys  worked  hard  throughout  but  were 
unable  to  cope  with  the  experience  and  speed  of  their  opponents. 
Macdonald  was  always  up  with  the  play  and  was  undoubtedly 
their  best  man.  The  Crimson  and  White  worked  hard  throughout 

and  a  star  is  hard  to  choose.  Whitaker  and  Willoughby,  how- 
ever, deserve  much  credit  for  their  performance. 

Joe  Taylor. 

TRINITY  vs.  S.A.C. 

Saturday,  March  4,  found  St.  Andrew's  and  Trinity  battling 
in  the  return  game  at  the  Arena.  S.A.C.  had  won  the  first  en- 

counter and  were  strong  favourites,  although  they  were  without 
Wallace,  the  clever  rover. 

The  line-up  : — 
Trinity — Wigle,  Morris,  Cruikshank,  Wallace,  Sutherland, 

Roach,    Woodman. 

St.  Andrew's — Willoughby,  Yuill,  Whitaker,  Comstock,  Wat- 
son, Paterson,  Cameron, 

Referee — R.  Grant. 
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Play  was  of  an  end-to-end  variety  all  during  the  first  period, 

with  St.  Andrew's  displaying  more  speed  and  combination  work 
than  their  opponents.  Watson  found  the  net  four  times,  which 
was  the  extent  of  our  score.  Woodman  and  Wallace  of  Trinity 
combined  in  an  attack  early  in  the  period  and  this  terminated 
in  a  score  for  the  Easterners. 

A  general  slashing  contest  in  front  of  the  Saint  Andrew's  net 
had  the  usual  outcome  and  Trinity  were  enabled  to  count  again. 
Paterson  and  Watson  added  one  each  to  our  total,  and  at  the  end 

of  the  second  period  the  score  stood  :     S.A.C.,  6  ;    T.C.S.,  2. 
Harry  Morris  did  some  clever  work  for  Trinity  in  the  closing 

session  when  he  scored  twice,  both  goals  resulting  from  individual 
rushes.  Capt.  Watson  demonstrated  his  reputation  as  an  O.H.A. 

"all-star"  by  circling  the  whole  length  of  the  rink  and  laying  a 
shot  past  Wigle  which  fairly  screamed.  The  final  score  was  : 

St.  Andrew's,  7  ;   Trinity,  4. 
Morris  was  easily  the  best  for  Trinity,  while  Watson  was,  as 

usual,  the  best  man  on  the  ice.  Willoughby  put  up  a  splendid 
game  in  goal.  Joe  Taylor. 

Something  Accomplished.  Something  Done 

Hath  Earned   ^a   hr's.  credit 
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THE  SECOND  TEAM 

The  Second  Hockey  Team  had  a  very  good  season.  Owing 
to  the  long  schedule  of  the  First  Team  they  were  unable  to  arrange 
more  than  two  games.  The  results,  however,  were  very  satis- 
factory. 

In  the  first  game  the  players  were  not  quite  in  their  proper 
places,  but  played  very  well  against  the  Upper  Canada  College 
Second  Team,  holding  them  to  a  3  to  i  victory. 

The  teams  lined  up  : 
S.A.C.  U.C.C. 

Campbell   Goal   Hardaker 
Knechtel   ~   L  Defence   Croden 

Mackenzie   •   R.     Defence ....  Fotheringham 
Moseley   Centre       Walker 
Comstock   Rover      Gash 

Morrison   L.   Wing   Henderson 
Bole   R.  Wing   Wright 

Referee — Harry   Watson. 

The  first  period  opened  with  St.  Andrew's  setting  the  pace, 
and  time  and  time  again  their  forwards  shot  at  the  impregnable" 
Hardaker.     In  a  scrimmage  in  front  of  St.  Andrew's  net  Walker 
shot  a  clean  goal. 

The  teams  worked  hard  for  some  time,  but  Henderson,  of 

Upper  Canada,  after  a  lone  rush,  shot  and  scored.  Moseley  now 
replied  by  a  well  aimed  shot  which  Hardaker  failed  to  stop. 

After  a  neat  piece  of  combination  Moseley  passed  to  Morrison, 
who  shot,  but  Hardaker  cleared  well.  The  period  ended  S.A.C,  i ; 
U.C.C,  2. 

The  second  period  found  the  teams  trying  hard,  but  the 

misplaced  men  of  the  St.  Andrew's  team  were  not  working  to- 
gether. The  game  was  all  lone-rushing.  Knechtel  and  Mac- 

Kenzie  took  the  puck  to  Upper  Canada's  goal,  but  their  shots 
were  blocked  by  Hardaker.  The  period  closed  with  slow  playing. 
S.A.C,  I  ;   U.C.C,  2. 

The  last  period  began  with  a  rush  by  Upper  Canada,  but  our 
team  held  them  while  Campbell,  in  goal,  stopped  some  hard  shots. 
Upper  Canada  shot  and  Campbell  cleared,  but  Bole  accidentally 
knocked  the  puck  back  into  our  net. 

Both  teams  now  made  a  final  spurt  and  by  the  splendid  work 
of  Comstock  and  Campbell  we  kept  U.C.C.  from  scoring  further. 

The  game  ended — S.A.C,   i  ;    U.C.C,  3. 
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The  second  and  last  game  was  played  with  Lake  Lodge 
School,  of  Grimsby.  The  misplacing  of  the  men  in  the  Upper 
Canada  game  was  rectified  by  playing  Comstock  as  right  defence, 
while  Gallagher  was  put  on  as  rover.  Harry  Watson  refereed. 
The  game  began  with  a  rush  and  it  looked  as  if  our  team  would  be 

outplayed,  but  the  agility  and  training  of  the  St.  Andrew's  men 
soon  made  itself  clear.  Morrison  made  three  or  four  attempts  to 
shoot,  but  was  checked  hard  by  Grimsby  defence.  Campbell 

stopped  a  hot  one,  but  Morrison  passed  to  centre  and  Moseley 
shot  but  missed,  and  Grimsby  took  the  puck  to  our  defence  ; 
Knechtel  got  it  and  after  a  long  rush  passed  to  Moseley,  who  lost 
it  in  Grimsby  defence.  Comstock  now  rushed  up  the  ice  and 
scored  for  us. 

Lake  Lodge  rallied  somewhat,  and  after  a  fine  bit  of  combi- 
nation, shot  the  puck  into  our  net.  (S.A.C,  i;  Lake  Lodge,  i). 

The  period  closed  without  further  scoring. 
The.  second  period  showed  a  little  better  play,  but  Gallagher 

was  forced  to  retire,  as  a  Lake  Lodge  player  broke  a  skate,  having 
played  a  fine  game.  Morrison  rushed  down  the  ice  with  the  puck 
and  scored,  and  Bole  tallied  another  soon  afterwards.  With  their 
lead  our  team  decided  to  rest  and  the  remainder  of  the  period  was 

slow.      (S.A.C,  3;  Grimsby,  i). 

The  third  period  showed  no  improvement  in  the  St.  Andrew's 
attitude.  Grimsby  rushed,  but  was  checked  by  Knechtel  and 
Comstock,  and  Morrison,  by  a  pretty  piece  of  combination,  shot 
but  could  not  score.  Grimsby  rushed  but  were  checked  at  our 

defense  by  Comstock,  who  passed  to  Knechtel.  The  latter  by  a 

pass  to  Moseley,  at  Grimsby's  goal,  tallied  another  for  the  Crimson. 
Grimsby  now  made  a  last  struggle  while  our  men  slackened 

in  their  pace  and  Lake  Lodge  scored  two  goals.  With  three 
minutes  to  play  Lake  Lodge  pressed  our  boys  hard  and  scored 
another.  This  blow  seemed  to  wake  up  our  lads  and  with  50 

seconds  to  go  Moseley  scored  again. 

Bale  took  the  puck  up  to  Lake  Lodge  goal,  but  would  not 
pass,  and  therefore  failed  to  score.  The  excitement  now  became 
intense,  as  we  were  only  one  goal  ahead,  and  the  time  was  almost 

up.  Grimsby  were  working  hard,  but  by  a  bit  of  good  stick 
handling  Moseley  scored  on  a  pass  just  before  the  bell  rang. 

S.A.C,  6  ;    Lake  Lodge  School,  4. 
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NOTES. 

Gallagher,  who  was  retired  in  the  second  period,  played  well 
and  proved  a  good  find  for  the  team. 

Morrison    showed    marked    improvement    over    his    Upper 
Canada  game  and  played  his  position  well. 

Comstock,  by  going  back  to  defense  strengthened  the  team 

very  much  by  his  hard  checking  and  speedy  lone-rushes. 
T.R.R. 

Last  Appearance  in  this  Uniform 
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THE  THIRD  TEAM 

Owing  to  the  numerous  games  the  First  Team  played,  and 
consequent  lack  of  ice,  the  Thirds  only  succeeded  in  arranging 
two  games.  Our  first  game  on  Wednesday,  March  15th,  was 
against  U.C.C.  Our  opponents  succeeded  in  scoring  five  tallies 
to  our  one.  They  had  a  much  faster  and  heavier  team  than  we, 
and  had  also  had  more  practice. 

Our  next  game  was  against  a  pick-up  team  from  U.T.S. 
Their  speed  and  weight,  as  well  as  combination,  won  them  the 
game,  the  score  being  4  to  o.  The  star  of  both  these  games  was 
Gallagher  L,  who  played  for  the  Second  in  their  last  game,  and 
showed  up  well. 

The  colours  were  awarded  as  follows  : 

Frith,  Calvert,  Wood,  Easson,  Watterworth,  Mackenzie, 
Rendell. 

H.  F.  Rendell. 

LOWER  SCHOOL  HOCKEY  SEASON 

The  Lower  School  Hockey  Season  has  seen  much  disappoint- 
ment and  some  success.  The  weather  has  been  unkind  to  us,  and 

prevented  us  from  getting  a  proper  amount  of  practice.  No 
sooner  was  our  rink  cleaned  than  down  came  the  snow  again,  and 
no  sooner  did  we  once  more  clear  the  ice  than  all  our  efforts  were 

brought  to  nought  by  the  thaw  ;  and  this  not  once  nor  twice. 

We  have  had  more  snow-shovelling  than  hockey. 

However,  we  managed  to  play  six  matches  and  win  one — the 
last.  We  should  have  won  more  could  we  have  got  more  practice, 
for  most  of  our  losses  were  by  narrow  margins  and  were  due  to 
lack  of  combination.  We  have  some  fine  skaters  and  some  fair 

stick-handlers  in  the  Lower  School,  but  the  team  never  managed 
to  get  together,  and  the  lack  of  combination  a  little  more  than 
counterbalanced  the  evident  superiority  of  our  skaters. 

It  was  decided  at  the  beginning  of  the  season  to  run  two 

teams — one  for  the  older  boys,  and  one  consisting  of  boys  under 
fifteen  who  are  eligible  to  play  against  those  of  our  opponents  who 
adhere  strictly  to  an  age  limit.  Some  lucky  individuals  played  in 
both  teams.     The  most  satisfactorv  feature  of  the  matches  was  the 
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fine  sporting  spirit  in  which  they  were  played,  and  the  determina- 
tion with  which  the  teams  kept  going  to  the  very  end. 

On  Feb.  23rd,  the  Junior  Team  played  the  U.C.C.  Prep,  at 
Upper  Canada.  The  ice  was  soft  and  the  rink  very  small.  The 
team  never  got  going  at  all  till  the  last  few  minutes  of  the  game, 
and  were  beaten  by  one  goal  to  nothing. 

On  Feb.  28th  the  Juniors  went  to  Port  Hope  to  play  the 
T.C.S.  Juniors.  The  ice  on  the  covered  rink  was  in  splendid 
condition,  and  the  game  was  worth  going  a  long  way  to  see,  being 
fought  out  with  splendid  determination  from  start  to  finish.  At 
the  end  of  the  last  period  the  score  stood  at  three  all,  and  though 

S.A.C.  V.  U.C.C.  (Jrs.) 

it  had  not  been  intended  to  play  overtime  the  authorities  yielded 
to  the  loudly  expressed  wish  of  both  teams  and  allowed  an  extra 

ten  minutes.  The  overtime  furnished  some  exciting  hockey — a 
splendid  effort  by  Boyd,  a  better  one  by  Harper,  and  one  more 
goal  for  T.C.S.     It  was  a  great  game. 

The  return  journey  was  not  enjoyable.  The  train  had  been 
snowbound,  and  was  nearly  three  hours  late,  and  it  was  midnight 
before  we  reached  home.     A  day  to  be  remembered. 

The  return  match  against  the  U.C.C.  Prep,  was  played  on 
the  Senior  School  Rink  on  March  ist.  Stonehouse  made  some 

fine  rushes,  and  Mackay  did  some  good  stick-handling,  but  there 
was  a  sad  lack  of  united  effort,  and  we  cannot  say  that  our  team 

deserved  to  win.     Score — U.C.C,   2  ;    S.A.C,   i. 

On  March  2nd  the  Seniors  played  a  U.T.S.  team  away.  Our 
team  was   outweighed,   but   put  up   a  plucky  fight   to  the  end. 
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McMullen  was  almost  the  best  man  on  the  ice,  and  Lawson  and 

Boyd  played  well  on  the  defence.  The  score  was  6 — o  in  favour 
of  U.T.S. 

On  March  3rd  the  Seniors  went  to  U.C.C.  to  play  the  Fourth 
Team  of  the  College.  The  game  was  throughout  a  repetition  of  the 

U.T.S.  game  of  the  preceding  day.  Could  we  have  played  some 
more  matches  the  lessons  learnt  in  these  two  games  would  surely 

have  borne  fruit.       Score — U.C.C,  6  ;    S.A.C.,  i. 
Our  only  victory  was  that  gained  by  the  Juniors  on  March 

9th,  when  the  return  match  against  T.C.S.  was  played  at  the 
Arena.     It  was  touch  and  go  all  through  the  game.     Everybody 

Shoot  !     Shoot  ! 

tried  hard,  but  all  were  not  successful.  Stonehouse  was  the  most 

useful  member  of  the  team,  playing  with  great  determination 
throughout.  Kent  played  well  in  goal.  Our  defence  generally 
was  good,  but  our  forward  play  compared  unfavourably  with  that 
of  our  opponents.  However,  taking  the  game  as  a  whole,  we  were 

just  a  little  better  than  they,  and  the  score  (2 — i  in  our  favour) 
was  a  fair  indication  of  the  merits  of  the  two  teams. 

Teams. — Seniors  :  Lawson  (capt.),  Boyd,  McMullen,  Secord, 
Choppin,  Lockhart,  Kent.  Juniors  :  Choppin  (capt.),  Kent, 
Stonehouse,  Mackay,  Douglas,  Skeaff,  Findlay,  Findley. 

A.  St.  J.   F. 
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CRICKET  PROSPECTS 

Our  prospects  for  a  strong  Eleven  are  about  as  bright  as 
usual.  Although  we  expect  to  have  only  three  old  Colours,  there 

are  still  a  number  of  last  year's  Second  Team  with  us,  and  this, 
added  to  the  presence  of  some  promising  new  bo3'S,  gives  ground 
for  optimism.  The  bowling  department  is  fairly  strong,  as  we 

have  two  of  last  year's  bowlers,  while  a  number  of  good  batsmen 
should  be  developed  as  the  season  progresses. 

We  are  very  fortunate  to  have  with  us  again  our  last  year's 
coach,  and  by  giving  him  our  faithful  support  we  should  be  able 
to  turn  out  a  winning  combination. 

Joe  Taylor. 

A  St.  Andrew's  Totem-Pole 
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School  News 

THE  CADET  CORPS 

DURING  the  past  term,  we  have  lost  three  of  our  officers, 

through  their  enlisting  for  overseas  service — Whitaker, 
Grant,  and  Cameron  II. ;  while  Harrison  has  gone  from  the  ranks. 

The  whole  Corps  is  united  in  wishing  them  the  very  best  of  luck. 

The  Corps  has  been  working  faithfully  under  Cantley's 
instruction,  and  is  in  splendid  condition  for  this  time  of  the  year. 

The  Bugle  Band  and  Pipers  have  paid  strict  attention  to  their 
work,  and  as  a  result  they  will  prove  themselves  a  great  credit 
to  the  Corps. 

Shooting  has  been  one  of  the  strong  features  of  the  work  this 

year.  A  miniature  range  has  been  fitted  up  in  the  gymnasium, 
also  the  range  at  the  new  school  has  been  in  use  on  Saturday 

mornings.  So  far  some  very  good  scores  have  been  made.  Rankin 
has  been  appointed  acting  captain  of  the  Rifle  Team. 

The  Senior  Corps,  Bugle  Band  and  Pipers  have  been  supplied 
with  khaki  tunics. 

E.  E.  Soot  (Capt.) 

The  Junior  Corps  has  made  satisfactory  progress  this  term, 
all  drills  being  well  attended,  and  great  interest  taken  in  the  work. 
The  rifle  practice  was  especially  good  for  this  time  of  the  year. 

The  drills  have  been  conducted  by  Soot  and  Cantley. — E.E.S. 

UPPER  SCHOOL  NOTES 

WE  shall  all  remember  the  visit,  early  in  the  term,  of  Captain 

"  Dick  "  Burton,  to  the  School.  Of  course  we  got  a  holiday 
out  of  it— but  that  is  not  at  all  what  we  mean.  His  was  the  first 

living  voice  that  most  of  us  had  heard,  telling  from  actual  experi- 
ence of  the  great  war.  Captain  Burton  held  us  all  enthralled  by 

his  straightforward,  modest,  soldierly  and  withal  humourous 

address.  It  would  be  hard  to  say  what  pleased  us  most — the 
account  of  the  actual  fighting  at  Ypres  (where  Burton  was 

wounded) ;  the'unforced  pathos  of  the  tale  of  the  faithful  batman, 
"Irish;"  the  episode  of  the  Royal  visit  to  the  hospital,  and  how 
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the  irreverent  Canadian  scandalized  the  English  nurses  ;  or  the 
warm  and  loyal  admiration  expressed  by  the  gallant  captain  when 
he  spoke  of  the  simple  kindliness  of  their  Majesties.  Altogether, 
the  address  was  felt  by  all  who  heard  it  to  have  added  a  memorable 
and  unique  experience  to  our  recollections  of  school  life. 

The  usual  Cadet  Corps  dance  was  of  course  omitted  this 

year.  A  small  the  dansant  was,  however,  given  by  Mrs.  Macdonald 
on  the  afternoon  of  the  second  Saturday  in  March,  in  the  Assembly 

Hall.  It  is  the  unanimous  verdict  of  all  who  were  present — in- 

cluding some  of  the  "oldest  inhabitants " — that  no  more  enjoyable 
function  of  its  kind  has  been  held  within  our  walls.  Everyone 

spoke  of  the  prettiness  of  the  decorations  and  of  the  ladies'  cos- 
tumes, set  off  as  they  were  by  a  number  of  khaki  uniforms.  As 

an  eloquent  essayist  of  the  Fifth  Form  expresses  it  :  "  The  young 
ladies  were  all  of  the  highest  possible  degree  beauty  and  friend- 

liness." 

Since  Hockey  ceased,  late  in  March,  the  chief  athletic  activity 
has  been  swimming  at  the  University  Tank.  Mr.  Chapman  looks 

forward  to  having  a  record  Life-saving  Class  this  year. 

What  with  evening  hockey  matches,  special  theatre  evenings, 

and  other  distractions,  the  meetings  of  the  Literary  Societ}^  have 

been  somewha't  interfered  with  this  term.  Some  interesting 
debates  were  held  on  subjects  such  as  "City  vs.  Country  Life,"  and 
"Oriental  Immigration."  Perhaps  the  most  successful  meeting 
was  that  conducted  by  the  Lower  School,  when  McCarter,  ably 

assisted  by  Kent  and  Choppin,  gave  a  capital  "  act "  of  the  Charlie 
Chaplin  variety.  Mr.  Twigg  has  been  President,  and  Campbell 
and  Comstock  Historians. 

The  School's  bill  of  health  during  the  winter  has  been  remark- 
ably good.  The  general  freedom  from  sickness  so  far  (we  have 

duly  touched  wood  !),  especially  in  January,  when  measles  and 
worse  were  rife  in  the  city,  is  a  subject  for  congratulation  to  all 
concerned.  The  Headmaster,  and  Mrs.  Macdonald,  are  both, 

we  are  glad  to  say,  quite  "themselves  again." 
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Old  Boys'  News 
EXTRACTS  FROM  LETTERS  FROM  OLD  BOYS 

ON  OVERSEAS  SERVICE 

[We  are  much  indebted  to  friends  of  the  College  who  have 
permitted  us  the  use  of  these  letters,  none  of  which,  of  course, 
were  written  with  any  idea  of  publication.  Care  has  been  taken, 
as  before,  to  omit  any  private  references.  The  first  letter  from 
which  we  quote,  though  written  last  November,  is  so  characteristic 
that  we  print  it  with  more  recent  extracts.  All  are  from  Old  Boys 
who  were  very  recently  with  us  at  School. — Editors. | 

A  WAR  PICTURE  A  LA  BAIRNSFATHER 
From  Lieut.  M.  E.  Malone. 

We  have  just  come  in  from  the  trenches  and  are  in  billets  for  a  couple  of 
days  to  give  us  a  rest  and  let  our  German  bloodlust  arise  again. 

Between  you  and  me  and  the  censor  I  need  a  bath,  tres  beaucoup  vite.  I 

have  been  in  France  for  two  weeks  now,  and  I've  only  had  my  boots  off,  nothin' 
else  so  help  me.     So  I'm  due,  don't  you  think  so  ? 

Say,  talk  about  cold  feet — both  kinds — the  weather  and  the  kind  the  Germans 

give  you.  It  has  been  cold  as  the  mischief  lately  and  I'm  looking  forward  to  the 
time  when  I  get  my  pass  (three  months  from  now)  so  I  can  have  a  good  hot  bath 
and  keep  warm  for  about  an  hour. 

The  trenches  are  very  comfortable  ;  nice,  warm  mud  up  to  your  knees  and, 
as  a  rule,  a  refreshing  drizzle,  which  goes  down  your  neck. 

I  had  a  working  party  digging  dugouts  the  other  day  and  the  Germans 

started  to  shell  us.  They  burst  up  our  little  party  heap  vite,  and  that's  not  the 
end  of  my  excitement.  I  was  crossing  a  field  and  a  friend  of  mine  (in  the  German 
trenches)  started  to  snipe  me.  He  had  two  cracks  at  me  before  I  realized  what 
he  wanted,  then  you  should  have  seen  me  dig  my  nose  into  the  mud.  That  poor 
old  Hun  could  not  see  me  for  the  splash  I  made  into  a  nice  muddy  trench.  Any- 

way, I  wasn't  taking  any  chances.  I'm  willing  to  forego  my  chance  for  a  V.C.  for a  return  ticket  to  Canada. 
It  is  really  remarkable  the  ignorance  of  the  tradespeople  in  this  country.  I 

speak  to  them  with  absolutely  perfect  French  (U.  of  T.  '17  variety),  and  they 
stare  at  me  and  pretend  they  don't  understand.  One  fellow  that  I  was  with 
asked  a  Frenchie  (at  least  he  looked  like  one)  in  French  how  to  get  to  the  nearest 
hotel.  The  Frenchie  listened  patiently  for  a  while  to  the  vile  efforts  this  fellow 

was  making  and  then  said  in  broad  cockney,  "I  dunno,  I  ain't  been  in  this  country 
more'n  about  two  weeks  myself."     Instant  collapse  of  interrogateur. 

CAN'T  YOU  HEAR  THEM  ? 
From  the  Same. 

February  — . It  certainly  was  a  great  night  when  we  came  away  from  the  trenches.  We 
were  in  Brigade  reserve  and  the  guns  behind  us  were  raising  a  merry  hullabaloo 
when  the  Mounted  Rifles  came  in  to  relieve  us.  Then  the  pipers  got  their  instru- 

ments of  torture  working  and  we  started  off  again,  and  with  the  pipes  going  all 
the  old  Scotchmen  in  my  platoon  just  drifted  along.  As  soon  as  the  pipers 

stopped  playing,  the  boys  began  to  sing  "Annie  Laurie,"  and  every  other  old 
Scotch  tune  you  ever  heard  of.  As  we  were  passing  through  the  town  the  military 
police  wanted  less  row,  but  I  simply  could  not  stop  them  singing,  and  I  did  not 
try  very  hard. 
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MEETINGS  AND  PARTINGS 
From  the  Same. 

March,  1916. 
.     The  Germans  seem  to  have  run  their  heads  against  a  stone  wall  down 

Verdun  way  ;    they  must  have  suffered  terrible  losses.     Well,  if  they  keep  that 
up,  we  will  be  home  all  the  sooner   I  heard  from  Mrs.  Macdonald.     She 
told  me  all  the  news  of  the  College,  bless  her  kind  heart  I 

.  While  in  London  on  my  week's  holidays,  we  had  a  heavy  three  days' 
snow,  which  is  very  unusual.  The  country  covered  with  snow  reminded  me  of 
home.  It  was  quite  a  sight  at  Victoria  Station  to  see  all  the  troops  starting  back 
after  a  whole  week  of  civilization.  They  had  their  families  down  to  see  them  off, 
and,  believe  me,  it  was  anything  but  a  cheerful  sight.  The  only  people  who 
seemed  really  unconcerned  were  the  Canadians,  who  had  no  one  to  see  them  off. 

On  arrival  in  France,  I  had  to  march  a  big  bunch  of  men  up  to  the 
Rest  Camp,  just  outside  the  town.  They  kept  us  there  until  the  next  day,  so 
we  improved  a  shining  hour  by  seeing  the  sights  of  the  town.  We  saw  the  French 
soldiers,  who  looked  very  smart  in  their  natty  new  uniforms.  I  think  the  French 
officers  are  about  the  smartest  looking  men  I  have  seen  in  a  long  time.  We  visited 

the  McGill  Hospital  and  there  saw  a  number  of  old  St.  Andrew's  boys,  who  are 
privates  in  the  units.  We  finished  up  by  going  to  the  moving  picture  show, 
where  we  saw  Charlie  Chaplin.  He  appears  to  be  as  great  a  favourite  here  as  he 

was  at  home.  The  French  call  him  "Charlotte."  I  am  now  again  within  sound 
of  the  big  guns,  which  are  rather  lively. 

On  my  way  to  London,  I  stayed  off  at  Folkestone  and  saw  Lindsay  Wright, 
Gamey  Stratton  and  all  the  boys. 

I  certainly   am  in  the  pink  of  condition  ;   have  not  even  had  a  cold  all 
winter.     Weigh  182  pounds. 

I  received  the  last  issue  of  the  St.  Andrew's  College  Review.     I  read 
everything  contained  therein,   including  the  advertisements. 

A  TRIP  TO  BELGIUM— 1916 
From  Lieut.  Irving  Findley. 

Somewhere  in  Belgium,  Feb.  15th,  1916. 

We  arrived  in  Bailleul — the  last  place  in  civilization — in  the  pouring  rain 
shortly  after  one,  where  a  motor  bus  met  us  and  took  us  to  an  old  girls'  school, 
absolutely  bare  inside,  and  we  had  the  pleasure  of  sleeping  on  the  hard,  hard  floor. 
In  the  morning  they  shot  us  off  again  in  motor  buses  to  the  Com.  Royal  Artillery 
headquarters,  where  we  were  finally  told  the  numbers  of  the  batteries  that  we 
were  going  to.  Eric  Wallace  and  I  were  told  off  to  the  84th  and  83rd  Lahore 
Batteries.  First  we  started  to  find  the  i  ith  Brigade  H.C.S.,  which  we  finally  did, 
after  wandering  about  in  mud  nearly  up  to  our  knees.  From  there  I  began  a  long 
hunt  for  the  83rd.  Nobody  outside  the  Brigade  had  any  idea  where  it  was,  so  I 
had  quite  a  time.  However,  after  walking  another  23^  miles,  I  finally  succeeded. 
We  are  situated  in  a  rather  tumble-down  old  farmhouse,  somewhere  about  a  mile 
in  rear  of  our  first  line  trenches,  and  are  fairly  comfortable.  This  battery  came 
from  India,  and  is,  of  course,  a  very  good  one.  Gord.  Crow  was  with  it  on  the 

last  "Cook's  Tour."  I  didn't  do  anything  in  the  short  time  I  was  here  last  night, 
but  I've  been  up  in  our  observation  post  all  day  with  one  of  the  battery  officers. 
It's  situated  quite  away  from  here  on  the  top  of  a  very  high  hill,  and  one  can  see 
the  front  for  about  ten  miles  on  either  side.  After  all,  it's  very  commonplace  ; 
two  long  parallel  lines  of  trenches,  with  communication  trenches,  a  great  many 

ruined  farmhouses  and  some  villages.  However,  it's  great  to  see  the  shrapnel 
bursting  all  along  the  line,  and  I  actually  saw  a  couple  of  Germans,  a  long  way 
back,  of  course,  but  I  could  watch  them  through  a  telescope.     Our  big  guns  have 
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got  some  sort  of  a  "strafe"  on  to-night,  and  although  they're  a  long  way  in  rear 
of  us  again,  the  jar  is  something  terrific.  We  went  out  to  see  if  we  could  see  the 

bursts,  but  it's  simply  pouring  rain  out,  and  is  very  misty,  so  we  missed  them. 
A  great  many  planes  were  up  this  afternoon  and  our  "Archie"  (anti-aircraft 

guns)  simply  peppered  them.  It's  absolutely  wonderful  what  they  sail  through, 
though  they  must  have  fired  over  a  hundred  round  at  one,  and  they  were  bursting 
all  around  it,  but  it  sailed  serenely  through  it  all,  made  its  observation,  and  flew 

back  to  its  own  lines.  I  like  it  fine  out  here  ;  it's  nearly  as  safe  as  it  is  in  England 
just  at  present,  and  there  is  practically  no  danger  to  us  as  long  as  things  remain 
as  they  are.  I  have  not  received  absolutely  definite  word  yet  re  my  remaining 
in  France. 
.  .  .  .  Our  heavies  have  been  firing  for  over  an  hour  now,  and  the  plaster 
if  beginning  to  fall,  but  as  an  old  infantryman  whom  I  ran  across  yesterday  said, 
"It's  one  of  the  sweetest  sounds  I  know." 

WITH  THE  BIG  GUNS 

From  Lieut.  Harold  Rolph. 
London,  March. 

I  have  been  here  for  about  ten  days  now,  getting  my  equipment,  etc.  An 
account  of  our  doings  since  leaving  England  last  January  might  interest  you.  We 

broke  camp  at  St.  Martin's  Plains  on  the  lytli,  and  entrained  at  Shorncliffe  for 
Southampton.  Our  transport  sailed  on  the  night  of  the  i8th,  and  we  arrived  at 
Havre  just  as  the  sun  was  rising  the  following  morning.  From  the  docks  there 

we  went  to  what  is  known  as  a  "Rest  Camp,"  where  men  with  slight  wounds 
convalesce.  After  spending  a  day  and  a  night  there  we  entrained  for  the  rail- 

head. We  then  had  a  twelve  mile  march  to  our  billet,  which  was  a  farm  in  a  town 
called  Thieshauck.  This  was  some  ten  miles  in  the  rear  of  the  firing  line.  We 
were  here  for  ten  days  before  we  relieved  the  ii8th  Imperial  Howitzer  Brigade 
at  a  point  just  in  the  rear  of  Hill  63,  between  Neuvc  Eglise  and  Ploeg  Street. 
Ypres  was  about  eight  miles  on  our  left  and  Armentieres  about  five  on  the  right. 
Our  batteries  were  just  at  the  foot  of  Hill  63,  and  the  Ammunition  Column  just 
in  rear  of  them. 

On  the  Neuve  Eglise  Road,  just  in  the  rear  of  us,  was  a  nine-inch  Howitzer 
on  the  railway  track,  and  through  the  fields  about  three  hundred  yards  away, 
was  a  twelve-inch  naval  gun  on  the  same  railway,  so  that  you  can  understand 
why  a  few  stray  shells  used  to  fall  in  our  camp.  This  naval  gun  only  used  to  fire 
about  three  times  a  week,  but  when  she  did,  it  was  terrific.  The  candles  in  the 
tents  would  be  blown  out,  the  tiles  would  come  rattling  off  the  roof,  and  the 
shelves  on  the  sides  of  our  hut  would  come  loose,  dropping  everything  on  the 
floor   When  the  gun  first  fired  one  old  woman  shut  all  her  windows  tight. 
After  the  second  shot  she  had  no  windows  to  shut  !  This  gun,  up  to  the  time 
we  took  our  position,  had  always  fired  in  the  day  time,  and  for  some  reason  or 
other  she  began  firing  at  night.  The  flash  rises  about  thirty  feet  into  the  air  and 
resembles  a  small  city  in  flames.  The  following  day,  unfortunately,  was  bright 
and  clear.  Result — seven  German  aeroplanes  came  over  our  camp  looking  for 
big  guns.  Second  result — two  days  later  seventy  shells  dropped  in  our  camp 
also  looking  for  big  gun.  I  will  send  you  some  pieces  of  the  shells  of  our  first 
shelling.  It  was  a  5.9  inch  naval  gun  that  was  firing  at  us  and  if  every  shell  that 
they  sent  over  had  exploded,  I  hate  to  think  of  where  we  would  be  now.  They 
commenced  shelling  us  at  noon,  when  the  men  were  all  at  the  horse  lines.  The 
fourth  shell  exploded  in  the  lines,  killing  eight  horses,  one  corporal  and  four  men 
wounded.  The  horses  were  led  to  a  place  of  safety  until  they  ceased  firing, 
when  we  hooked  in  to  the  ammunition  wagons  and  pulled  out  to  another  camp. 
The  following  day  three  shells  fell  too  close  to  our  new  camp  to  be  funny,  so  we 
took  up  a  new  position.  In  the  meantime  all  our  camp  had  been  shelled  on  and 
off  all  the  time,  but  at  the  end  of  the  second  day  they  seemed  to  have  stopped,  so 
we  returned.  It  was  too  good  a  camp  to  give  up.  That  is  the  camp  they  were 
in  when  I  left.  There  were  four  of  us  who  had  rather  a  lucky  escape — an  officer, 
myself  and  two  men.     The  horses  had  all  been  taken  away  and  with  the  exception 
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of  two  sergeants,  the  medical  officer,  the  wounded,  and  us  four,  the  camp  was 
cleared.  We  were  standing  at  the  corner  of  the  farmhouse  where  three  of  the 

officers'  horses  were  stabled,  and  every  time  we  heard  a  shell  coming  would  lie 
down  under  an  old  wagon  in  front  of  the  horses.  The  officer  had  just  made  the 

remark  "that  the  shells  were  flying  shorter"  when  the  next  one  hit  the  corner  of 
the  house,  smashing  the  roof  in  and  killing  two  of  the  horses.  The  man  who 
was  lying  beside  me  had  a  slight  scratch  over  the  top  of  his  nose,  but  that  was  all. 

After  that,  on  the  officer's  suggestion,  we  took  cover. 
When  the  Major  told  me  that  I  would  have  to  return  to  England,  I  asked 

him  to  stop  my  commission  altogether,  and  he  said  he  would,  but  the  next  thing 
I  knew  about  it  was  when  he  told  me  definitely  that  I  would  have  to  go.  I  saw 

the  Colonel,  but  it  was  too  late,  so  they  sent  me  back.  However,  I  don't  think 
it  will  be  long  before  I  get  back  again,  not  more  than  three  months  anyway.  I 

would  be  glad  if  it  were  to-morrow.  I  had  the  best  time  out  there  than  I've  had 
since  I  joined  the  Army. 

I  saw  four  Old  Bo>^  from  S.A.C.  on  the  station  platform  on  my  way 
here — Doug.   Galbraith  among  them. 

My  appointment  as  a  Lieutenant  dates  from  Feb.  5th,  the  anniversary 
of  the  day  I  enlisted  for  active  service. 

A  HARD  GRIND— AND  A  HOLIDAY 
From  Lieut.  R.  A.  Brown 

Jan. 29th,  19 16. 

As  you  can  see,  I  am  in  France  now,  but  that  doesn't  mean  I  am  having  a 
rest — far  be  it  from  such.     I  have  never  worked  so  hard  before.     I  almost  feel 
I  am  neglecting  my  work  to  take  time  to  write  this  letter. 

6.30  a.m.     Reveille. 
7.15  Breakfast. 
7.50  sharp   1st  Parade. 

Lectures,  Drill,  etc.,  until  12.45. 
12.45  Tactics  in  open. 
1. 00  p.m.     Lunch. 
1.50  Parade,  Lectures,  etc.,  until  5.00  p.m. 
7.00  Mess. 
8.00 — 9.00  p.m.     Lecture. 

You  can  see  by  this  time  table  that  we  are  kept  busy,  but  besides  these  hours 
of  work  we  have  to  write  up  our  notes,  which  keeps  us  busy  from  5.00  p.m.  to  7.00 
p.m.,  and  as  late  as  12.00  p.m.  or  i.oo  a.m. 

Strange  to  say  I  am  really  working  at  this  course.  It  lasts  two  weeks,  and 
is  a  mighty  good  course,  only  it  is  rotten  getting  up  so  early.  John  Kay  and  I 
are  living  in  a  little  canvas  hut,  which  is  very  comfortable. 
******** 

Feb.  23rd,  1916. 
On  Friday,  the  nth,  I  got  up  about  2  a.m.  and  caught  the  5  a.m.  train  from 

Bailleul.  I  had  breakfast  in  the  station  at  Boulogne,  left  the  dock  at  12.30 — ■ 
rather  rough— hut  I  held  out  bravely  till  about  five  minutes  from  Folkestone, 
when  I  gave  up  the  ghost  and  other  sundry  articles. 

I  bought  a  taxicab  and  started  to  look  up  the  boys.  I  found  Tif,  Max  Haas, 
Bill  Christie,  Gus  Sinclair,  Douglas  Higgins,  Doug.  Webster,  Bill  Williams,  El. 
Munro,  Lin  Wright,  Harry  Leishman,  etc.  ...  I  had  dinner  with  Max, 
Tif,  Bill  and  Gamey  Stratton. 

After  dinner  the  hall-porter  took  the  spikes  out  of  my  boots,  and  I  had  a  few 
dances  with  my  old  Folkestone  friends. 

Next  day.  Max,  Bill  and  I  set  sail  for  London.  We  stopped  at  «the  Savoy, 
which,  believe  me,  was  quite  a  change  from  dug-out  life.  Big  breakfasts  in  bed 
and  two  baths  a  day  !  Bill  and  Max  went  back  to  Folkestone  on  Sunday  night, 
but  I  met  a  lot  of  the  boys  on  leave  and  we  started  in  to  enjoy  ourselves, — lunch- 

eon, tea,  dinner,  supper  parties  at  the  Savoy,  Carlton  and  Piccadilly.  I  saw  a 
lot  of  the  shows. 
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You  couldn't  dance  in  London  when  in  uniform,  so  I  wore  Ed.  Bickle's  civies 
most  of  the  time.     Some  dog  !  but  I  didn't  use  a  monocle  or  spats  !  .  .  .  . 

On  Saturday,  19th,  I  left  London  at  9.15  a.m.,  and  came  right  through  to 
the  Battalion.  On  the  boat  coming  back  I  found  Doug.  Higgins,  Hugh  McLaren 

and  others.     Doug,  was  seasick,  but  fortunately  I  wasn't. 
I  slept  all  the  way  on  the  train  from  Boulogne,  and  just  before  we  reached 

the  rail-head  a  Zep.  woke  me  up  by  dropping  bombs  beside  our  train.  I  realized 
at  once  I  was  back  at  the  war  again.  The  48th  were  still  on  their  supposed  rest 
and  I  had  to  walk  about  four  miles  to  the  billets  at  2  a.m.  I  crawled  into  bed, 

tired,  hungry,  cold  and  sad,  and  received  the  cheerful  greeting  from  Ed.,  "  Hello 
Bud,  had  a  good  time  ?  You  don't  have  to  get  up  until  7  o'clock  in  the  morning." My  nervous  system  collapsed  at  this  blow,  because  I  had  hoped  to  recuperate  by 
spending  the  next  day  in  bed.  It  is  rotten  to  leave  London,  but  we  must  go  back 
to  the  trenches  occasionally  for  a  rest. 

MARRIAGES 

Angstrom,  L.  C,  February  22nd,   1916,  to  Miss  Martha  Hazel 

Rogers,  of  Toronto. 
Brown,  Lawrence  R.,  to  Miss  Jean  Orme,  of  Ottawa,  Ont. 
Cantley,  Howard,  March  ist,   19 16,  to  Miss  Isabel  MacLeod, 

of  Stellarton,  N.S. 

Chase,   A.   E.,   January,    19 16,   to   Miss   Florence  J.    Shouldice, 
Chesley,   Ont. 

Donald,  Capt.   Hugh   D.,  April  5th,    to  Miss  Janet   Robb,    of 

Valleyfield,  Quebec. 
GiLMOUR,  S.  H.,  Lieut.,  February  15th,  19 16,  to  Miss  Hazel  V.  H. 

Scott,  of  Vancouver,  B.C. 

Hamilton,   H.   K.,  Capt.,   December  29th,    191 5,  to  Miss  Adele 
Evelyn  Pearon,  of  Toronto. 

Isbester,  Malcolm,  January  5th,  1916,  to  Miss  Annable  Caroline 
Thompson,  of  Port  Arthur,  Ont. 

Lee,  S.  B.  D.,  November,  191 5,  to  Miss  Wilson,  of  Toronto. 
Ker,  Lieut.  Alan  W.,  January  5th,  1916,  at  Farnham,  England, 

to    Miss    Ursula    Stafford,    daughter    of    Brigadier    General 
W.   H.  Stafford. 

Leishman,  C,  March,  1916,  to  Miss  M.  Merrill. 
Lytle,  Capt.  W.  H.,  December,  1915,  to  Miss  Delia  Ashley,  of 

Toronto. 

MacLaren,  Lieut.   K.   B.,   December  22nd,    1915,  to  Miss  Ida 
Evelyn  Pearon,  of  Toronto. 

Nicholson,    W.    C.    H.,   January    19th,    19 16,   to   Miss   Isabella 
Clenaham,  of  Kingston,  Ont. 

Sproat,  Adam — Married. 
Tidy,  Lieut.  P.  C,  January  4th,  19 16,  to  Miss  Mary  Elizabeth 

Strathv,    of   Toronto. 
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Wrong,  Ed.  Murray,  December  i8th,  191 5,  to  Miss  Rosalind 
Grace,  daughter  of  Mr.  A.  L.  Smith,  Jowett  Fellow  and  Tutor 
of  Balliol  College.     (At  Holywell  Church,  Oxford.) 

BIRTH 

Norman  O.  Wheeler,  March  loth,  19 16 — a  daughter. 

NOTES 

Congratulations  to  Capt.  Victor  Hastings,  on  receiving  the 
Military  Cross.  No  particulars  have  reached  us  yet  as  to  how 
this  high  distinction  was  won. 

The  following   Old   Boys  have  been  reported  wounded,   in 
Flanders,  since  our  last  issue: 

E.  F.  Chesnut,  in  January. 
T.  Irving  Dyment,  in  February. 
O.  P.  Hertzberg  (Capt.),  in  February. 
C.  E.  Norris  (Sgt.),  in  March. 

Major  Allan  E.  Taylor,  who  is  now  in  France,  recently  ac- 
cepted a  position  as  Captain  of  a  Brigade  Staff,  preferring  the 

privilege  of  active  service  to  that  of  a  higher  rank  on  Headquarters 
Staff.  He  is  now  attached  to  the  9th  Canadian  Infantry  Brigade, 
at  the  Front. 

Capt.  "Jim"  Macdonnell  and  Lieut.  Allan  Kerr  are  with  the 
19th  and  1 8th  Batteries,  respectively,  of  the  5th  Brigade,  and  are 
now  again  in  France  (or  Belgium). 

Capt.  Knighton  is  at  Borington  Camp  (9th  Oxford  and  Bucks 

Light  Infantry),  in  Dorsetshire,  England,  busy  training  "  Derby- 
ites"  for  drafting  out  in  May.  He  hopes  to  be  able  to  "get  a 
shift"  later,  and  "see  a  bit  of  the  scrapping."  Lieut.  Hugh  Mac- 

donnell was  in  England  when  last  heard  from,  acting  as  Musketry 
Instructor  in  a  Reserve  Brigade  of  the  P. P. L.I.  at  Shorncliffe 
Camp. 

The  Headmaster  has  received  interesting  letters  from  Herbert 

Lash,  in  Camp  in  England.  We  were  glad  to  hear  that  he  en- 
joyed the  Christmas  Review,  and  showed  it  to  other  old  S.A.C. 

boys. 
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"Monty"  Montgomery,  of  the  R.A.M.C.,  our  head-prefect 
of  a  few  years  ago,  writes  from  McGill  Hospital  in  France,  where 
at  the  time  of  the  severe  fighting  last  fall,  he  was  kept  very  busy. 

Over  3,500  patients,  he  says,  passed  through  the  hands  of  the 
Hospital  Staff  during  that  period.  Since  then  things  (when  he 
wrote)  had  been  slacker,  and  there  was  time  for  boxing  matches 

with  other  Hospital  Staffs  in  which,  says  Monty,  "St.  Andrew's 
was  well  represented,  Ross,  Spohn  and  myself  taking  part." 

Others  on  overseas  service  who  have  kept  in  touch  with  their 
Old  School  are  J.  S.  Allen,  Charles  Kelly,  Frank  MiUigan,  G.  O. 
Paterson  and  H.  P.  McKeen.  These  messages  from  former 
members  of  the  College  are  much  appreciated,  and  friends  or 
relatives  who  have  news  of  Old  Boys  will  do  us  a  great  favour  by 

sending  us  word  of  their  doings. 

Congratulations  to  Tod  Grant,  our  late  Football- Manager 

and  co-Editor,  on  obtaining  his  Lieutenant's  commission. 

This  is  the  Life  ! 
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Exchanges 

We  beg  to  acknowledge  the  receipt  of  the  following  exchanges  : 

Acta  Victoriana  (Victoria  College,  University  of  Toronto) ; 

Argosy  (Mount  Allison  University,  Sackville,  N.B.) ;  Ashburian 

(Ashbury  College,  Ottawa);  Acadia  Athe nee um  (Acadia  University, 

Wolfville,  N.S.);  Acta  Ridleiana  (Bishop  Ridley  College,  St. 

Catharines) ;  Bishop's  College  Magazine  (Bishop's  College  School, 
Lennoxville,  P.Q.);  Carlisle  Arrow  (Carlisle  Lidian  School, 

Carlisle,  Pa.,  U.S.A.);  The  Chronicle  (Niagara  Falls  High  School, 

Niagara,  N.Y.,  U.S.A.);  The  Elevator  (Belleville  High  School, 

Belleville,  Ont.) ;  L.W.L.  Life  (Wilmerding  School  of  Industrial 

Arts,  San  Francisco,  Calif.,  U.S.A.);  The  Daedalian  Quarterly 

(College  of  Industrial  Arts,  Denton,  Texas,  U.S.A.);  Blue  and 

White  (Rothesay  Collegiate  School  Rothesay,  N.B.)  ;  The 

Ocksheperida  (Sheridan  High  School,  Sheridan,  Wyoming,  U.S.A.); 

Queen  s  Journal  (Queen's  University,  Kingston) ;  The  Quill 
(Alcuin  Preparatory  vSchool,  New  York,  N.Y.);  Right  Angle 

(Rochester  Shop  School,  Rochester,  N.Y.) ;  The  Ramble  (New 

York  Military  Academy,  N.Y.);  The  Schoolman  (St.  Jerome's 
College,  Berlin);  T.C.S.  Record  (Trinity  College  School,  Port 

Hope) ;  Scotch  Collegian  (Scotch  College,  Melbourne,  Australia) ; 

The  Searchlight  (West  Newton  High  School,  West  Newton,  Pa.). 

L.W.L.  Life. — Undoubtedly  one  of  our  best  and  most  interest- 
ing exchanges.  Your  cuts,  drawings,  and  jokes  are  certainly 

clever  and  reflect  great  credit  on  your  editors.  The  cover  is  most 

attractive,  while  the  whole  magazine  contains  the  "pep."  sought 
after  by  all  school  papers. 

T.C.S.  Record. — Better  than  usual.  "Mr.  Haultain's 

Speech"  and  your  "letters  from  the  front"  were  extremely 
interesting.     A  few  jokes  and  snaps  would  prove  a  benefit. 

The  Ocksheperida. — A  new  exchange  to  our  list.  The  cover 

is  original  and  very  clever.  "Silver"  is  a  great  story.  How 
about  some  pictures  ? 

The  Chronicle. — Yours  is  strictly  a  paper  for  the  fellows  and 
contains  a  splendid  line  of  jokes,  perhaps  the  best  on  our  list.  A 

few  more  literary  efi^orts  would  be  an  improvement. 
Art.  Hunter. 
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Mr.  Fleming  :  "Is  that  gum  you  are  chewing  ?  Bring  ̂ ^ 

here." 
Easson  :   "Wait,  here's  a  fresh  stick,  sir." 

Lady  :   "You  haven't  forgotten  us,  have  you  ?" 

Waiter  :  "Oh,  no  mum.     You  are  the  two  fried  smelts." — Ex. 

"I  assure  you,  madam,  my  ancestors  came  over  with  the 
first  settlers." 

"Very  likely.     We  had  no  immigration  laws  then." — Ex. 

Mr.  Wood  :  "Hello,  Mr.  Strong.  How  is  Mrs.  Strong  and 
ainhe  little  stalwarts  ?" 

Mr.  Strong  :  "Hello,  Mr.  Wood.  How  is  Mrs.  Wood  and 
all  the  little  slivers  ?" 

Recruiting  sergeant  :    "Well,  how  about  you  enlisting  ?" 

Wallace  :    "0-ooh,  it's  too  cold." 

Doctor  :    "Stick  out  your  tongue  farther." 

Emmerson  :   "Can't  ;  it's  fastened  to  my  back." 

Mr.  Laidlaw  :    "What  is  a  cucumber  ?" 

Voice  from  back  of  room  :   "The  National  Bird  of  Cuba." 
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Hunter  (on  hearing  the  breakfast  bell  ring)  : 

"I  wish  I  was  a  little  rock 
A-sittin'   on   a   hill, 
A-doing  nothing  all  day  long, 

But  just  a  sittin'  still. 
I  wouldn't  eat,  I  wouldn't  drink, 
I  wouldn't  even  wash, 

I'd  sit  and  sit  a  thousand  years, 
I'd  rest  myself,  by,  gosh  !" 

Taylor  I.  :  "I  wonder  how  the  butchers  are  doing  during  the 

war  ." 
Dack  :  "Oh,  I  guess  they  manage  to  make  both  ends  meat ; 

it  suits  the  tailor  all  right,  anyway." 

Campbell  :    "He  must  have  been  born  in  a  fog." 

YuiU  I.  :    "Why  '" 

Campbell  :  "Because  everything  he  lays  his  hands  on  is 
missed  (mist). 

Wally  :  "Did  you  ever  wake  up  in  the  morning  and  find  a 

piece  of  sleep  in  your  eye  ?" 

"How  much  are  your  four-dollar  shoes  ?"  asked  the  smart 
one. 

"Two  dollars  a  foot,"  replied  the  salesman  wearily. — Ex. 

"Say,  mother  !" 

"What  is  it,  Reginald  "'" 
"How  can  a  leopard  tell  when  anything  goes  to  the  right 

spot  ?" — Ex. 

If  college  bred  means  four  years'  loaf 

(Some  people  say  'tis  so) 
Oh,  tell  me  where  the  flour  is  found, 

By  one  who  needs  the  dough. — Ex. 

Wanted  :  A  man  with  a  wooden  leg,  to  mash  potatoes. — 
Apply  to  Comstock  Cafeteria  Co. 
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Mr.  Magee  :   "How  do  you  translate  'Une  chaine  pareille  ?" 
'  Firstbrook  :    "A  parallel  dog." 

He  :    "I'm  working  as  a  blacksmith  in  a  restaurant." 
She  :    "  Howzat  ?" 

He  :    "Shooing  flies." 

"What  do  you  think  of  our  scheme  for  the  Christmas  decora- 

tions ?"    she  enquired.     It  is  holly  over  laurel  leaves." 
"Very  good,"  he  replied,  "but,  personally,  I  should  prefer 

mistletoe  over  yew." 

Don  :   "What  is  dust  ?" 

Ed. :   "  Mud  with  the  juice  squeezed  out  of  it." 

Soot  :    "Gimme  some  soap." 
Clerk  :    "Scented  ?" 

Soot  :   "No,  I'll  take  it  with  me." 

Tailor  :  "And  the  hip-pockets,  Colonel,  what  size  shall  I 

make  them — pints  or  quarts  ?" 

Warburt'on  :  "Say,  do  you  know  anything  about  Washington 
hacking  the  cherry  tree  ?" 

iMcNulty  :    "vSure,  I  drove  the  hack/' 

Dentist  :  "I  see  you're  wearing  military  boots." 
Man  :  "Yes,  these  are  the  Queen's  Own  boots." 
Dentist  :   "  My,  She  must  have  big  feet." 

Professor  Campbell,  B.S.,  the  great  Todmorden  inventor,  has 

invented  a  new  typewriter  for  cutting  alphabet  soup-noodles,  also 
a  stone  bender  for  fitting  curb-stones  to  street  corners. 

Macdonald  :  "I  ran  all  the  way  down  town  to  a  fire  last 
night. 

Beer  :    "Did  you  save  anything  ?" 
Mac:    "Yeah,  car-fare." 

Knechtel  :  "Do  you  believe  that  dark-haired  men  marry 

first  ?" 
Lightbourne  :    "No,  it's  the  light-headed  ones." 
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Young  Men,  There's  Real 
Style  in  Hickey  Suits 

HERE'S  that  swagger, 
rollicking  breezy  style 

that  spells  good  taste  and 
live"  appearance  so  un- 

mistakably—that undefin- 
able  degree  of  style  that 

means  "pep"  and  "ginger" 
—the  styles  young  men  like 

gEAUTY  isn't  theironly 
advantage— they're  as 

splendid  suits  in  service  as 

in  looks— they'll  give  you 
better  wear  than  any  suit 
you've  ever  seen. 

Suits  ■    ■  $15  to  $25 
Overcoats-  $15  to  $35 
English  Haberdashery  for  Men 

MICKEY'S 97   YONGE  STREET 
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Morrison  :    "If  you're  in  doubt  about  kissing  a  girl,  what  do 

you  do  ?" 
Rankin  :    "Oh,  give  her  the  benefit  of  the  doubt.' 

They  had  never  met   B4, 
But  what  had  she  2  care, 
She  loved  him  10  derly, 

4  he  was  a  1,000,000  air. — Ex. 

She  :   "And  don't  you  go  in  for  sport  of  any  kind  ? " 
He  :    "Oh,  yaas,  don't  cher  know,  I'm — haw — passionately 

fond  of  dominoes. — Ex. 

Mr.  Laidlaw  :    "Who  built  the  Temple  of  Karnak  ?" 
Johnston  (half  asleep)  :    "Why — er — I  don't  think  they've 

made  the  contract  yet." 

"  I  want  a  pair  of  pants  for  my  sick  husband,"  exclaimed  the 
woman. 

"What  size  ?"    asked  the  clerk. 

"I  don't  know,  but  I  think  he  wears  a  14^  collar." — Ex. 

Jenkins  :  "You  ought  to  have  been  at  church  to-day  ;  the 
sermon  was  a  wonder." 

Morrison  :    "So  I  heard.     Who  was  telling  you  ?" 

Paterson  :    "There's  one  thing  I  can't  eat  for  supper." 
Rolph  :    "What's  that  ?" 
Paterson  :    "My  breakfast." 

The  colonel  had  just  given  a  new  English  recruit  a  lecture 
because  of  the  state  of  his  equipment.  A  little  later  the  colonel 
passed  his  post.  The  recruit  did  not  salute.  The  indignant 
colonel  turned  and  passed  again.     The  recruit  ignored  him. 

"Why  in  blazes  don't  you  salute,"  roared  the  colonel. 
"Ah,"  said  the  recruit,  softly,  "I  fawncied  you  were  vexed 

with  me." — Ex. 

Kent  :  "Say,  how  do  you  like  Joe  Taylor's  piano-playing  ; 

you  can  hear  him  now  ? " 
Lawson:  "Gee,  I  thought  someone  was  shovelling  coal  down- 

stai  s. " 
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St.  Andrew's  College TORONTO 

BOARD  OF  GOVERNORS 

CHAIRMAN  : 

J.   K.   Macdonald,  Esq. 

VICE=CHAIRMAN: 

Z.  A.   Lash,  Esq.,  K.C.,  LL.D. 

GOVERNORS : 

Sir  William   Mortimer  Clark,   K.C.M.Q.,   K.C.,  LL.D. 

Rev.  Prof.  Kilpatrick,  D.D.,  Knox  College 

Rev.  D.  Bruce  Macdonald,  M.A.,  LL.D. 

Lieut. =Colonel  Albert  E.  Qooderham 

Hon.  Frank  Cochrane 

J.  W.  Flavelle,  Esq.,  LL.D. 

D.  B.  Hanna,  Esq. 

Frank  A.  Rolph,  Esq. 

A.  M.  Campbell,  Esq. 

H.  E.   Irwin,  Esq.,  K.C. 

Dr.   Herbert  J.  Hamilton 

Sir  John  C.  Eaton 

D.  A.  Dunlap,  Esq. 

W.  B.   McPherson,  Esq. 

W.  Lloyd  Wood,  Esq.,  Jr. 

Albert  E.  Qooderham,  Esq.,  Jr. 
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"Hey,  Moike,  and  what  do  ye  t'ink  of  these  new  sanitary 
drinkin'-cups  ?" 

"Sure,  Pat,  and  soon  we'll  have  to  spit  on  our  hands  wid  an 

eye-dropper. ' ' — Ex. 

First  Microbe  :  "Heard  you  had  a  dance  last  night.  Many 

of  the  boys  there  ?" 
Second  Microbe  :    "Naw,  only  about    three    million." — Ex. 

Pat  (after  cadet  drill):    "You  should  always  hold  the  rifle 

with  the  end  near  your  ear." 

Joe  :    "Why  ?" 
Pat  :   "So  you  can  hear  when  it  goes  off." 

Definition  :  A  circle  is  a  round  line  with  a  hole  in  the  middle. 

I'd  rather  be  a  Could-Be, 
If  I  could  not  be  an  Are, 

For  a  Could-be  is  a  May-Be, 
With  a  chance  of  touching  par. 

I'd  rather  be  a  Has-Been, 
Than  a  Might-Have-Been  by  far, 
For  a  Might  Have  Been  has  never  been. 

But  a  Has  was  once  an  Are. — Ex. 

First  Mother  :    "Mrs.  Clancy,  yer  child  is  badly  spoiled." 
Second  Mother  :   "  Gawan  wid  yez." 

First  Mother  :   "Well,  if  you  don't  believe  me,  come  and  see 
what  the  steam  roller  did  to  it." 

Mr.  Laidlaw  (in  Ancient  History):    "What  was  Alexander's 

purpose  ?"• 
Brouse  :   "To  spread  Greece  all  over  the  earth." 

MacGregor  says  that  the  next  time  he  is  in  Boston  he  is 

going  to  be  sure  and  visit  the  Bunker  Hill  Bean  Mines. 
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EVERY  BOY 
KNOWS  .  .  . 

that  our  Shoes  have 
more  Style,  Fit  and 
Wear  for  the  Price 
than  any  other  Shoe. 

See  the  New  igi6  Styles 

H.&C.BLACHFORD 
LIMITED 

Men's  and  Bovs'  Shoes j 
I    286  Yonee  St. TORONTO 

A  World-Wide 
Standard  of  Excellence 

"MECCA'» 
OINTMENT 
No  College,  Home,  Factory 
is  complete  without  it.  For 
Burns,  Scalds,  Cuts,  Ul- 

cers, Sores,  Inflammation, 
Bruises,  Frost-bites,  etc. 
All  druggists  within  the 
Dominion  keep  it. 

25c.,  50c.,   $1.00. 

Fostcr-Dack  Co.,  Ltd. 
Chicago  and  Toronto 

All  that  Boys  Need 
for  Spring  Apparel! 

The  boys  of  St.  Andrew's  College  want  to  dress  well.  That's  why  they 
come  to  our  Boys'  Outfitting  Section,  not  only  for  their  suits,  but  for  all  ac- 

cessories to  correct  dressing. 
We  have  a  remarkably  fine  stock  of  NEW  SPRING  SUITS  in  the  smart- 

est models,  and  would  also  call  attention  to  our  splendid  showing  of 

College  Caps,  Ties,  White  Duck  and 
Khaki  Trousers,  Cricket    Shirts 
of  white  duck,  FLANNEL  SHIRTS,  with  collar  attached,  grey  and  khaki, 
SPORT  SHIRTS  in  white  and  fancy  patterns,  SOCKS  in  lisle  and  silk,  all 
colors,  a  splendid  variety  of  SHOES  of  newest  cut.  In  fact  every  thing  of 
interest  to  the  young  man  who  appreciates  good  style  in  dress  will  be  found  in 

our  Boys'  Outfitting  Section. 

MUR.R. AY-KAY  limited 
i      17-31   King  St.  East 
1 

Telephone  Adelaide  5100 
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Mr.  Laidlaw  :  "When  did  Menes  live  ?"  (After  the 
silence  had  become  painful):  "Open  your  books.  What  does  it 

say  there  ?" 
Firstbrook  :    "Menes,  3400  B.C." 
Mr.  Laidlaw  :    "Well,  why  didn't  you  know  it  before  ?" 
Firstbrook  :   "Oh,  I  thought  it  was  his  'phone  number,  sir." 

Lady  :    "And  you  say  you  are  an  educated  man  ?" 
Weary  Will  :   "Yes,  mum,  I'm  a  roads  scholar." — Ex. 

Wanted,  an  oculist  to  take  the  eyes  out  of  potatoes. — Apply 
to  Comstock  Cafeteria  Co. 

Wally  :  "What's  the  matter  here,  waiter  ?  I  ordered  blue 

fish  and  you  brought  me  white  fish  ? ' ' 
Waiter  :    "Sorry,  sir,  but  the  cook's  colour  blind." 

'  Johnston  :    "I  see  Wright  doesn't  talk  so  much  to  himself 

now." Ross  :   "Howzat  ?" 

Johnston  :  "Well,  he  caught  himself  cheating  at  solitaire 
and  he  hasn't  spoken  to  himself  since." 

Cooper  :  "I  washed  my  hair  last  night  and  can't  do  a  thing 

with  it  to-day." 
Skeaff  :  "I  notice  you  have  pretty  good  control  over  your 

feet,  though." 

"What  did  the  doctor  tell  you  to  do  about  3^our  red  nose  ?" 
"Oh,  he  advised  me  to  diet." 

Father  :  "You  children  turn  up  your  noses  at  everything  on 
the  table.     When  I  was  a  boy  I  was  glad  to  get  enough  dry  bread." 

Tommy  :  "Say,  pa,  you're  having  a  much  better  time  of  it 
now  you  are  living  with  us,  aren't  you  ? " — Ex. 

Found  in  Mackenzie's  chemistry  note  book  :  "A  substance 
that  would  make  well-water  unfit  to  drink  would  be  a  dead  cat." 

Mosele}^  :   "Have  you  got  a  thumb-tack  ?" 
Eakins  :    "No,  but  how  would  a  finger  nail  do  ?" 
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651  SPADINA  AVENUE,  TORONTO 

RESIDENTIAL  and   DAY 
SCHOOL  FOR  GIRLS 

For  Prospectus,  apply  to 

MISS  STUART,  Principal. 

Large  Staff  of  highly  qualified  and 
experienced  Teachers  and  Professors. 
Native  French  and  German  Teachers- 
Pupils  prepared  for  the  Universities 
and  for  Examinations  in  Music  ot 
Toronto  University,  the  Conservatory 
of  Music,  and  The  Toronto  College  of 
Music. 

Modern  Educational  Methods,  Re- 

fining Influences,  and  Well-regulated 
Home. 

Lavsrn  Tennis  and  other  Games. 

New  Term  Commences  Tuesday,  April  4th. 

We  are  located  in  the 

North-West 

Residential  Section 

of  the  City 

A 

Phone  College  1632 

We  have  special  facilities 

for  handling  the  Laundry 

work  of  Residential  Col- 

leges. Our  extensive  ex- 

perience and  success  speak 

for  themselves. 

Puritan  Laundry  Co, 
LIMITED 

BRUNSWICK  AVENUE 

®f)e  prpant  Irefig,  % 
imitcb A.  MACOOMB,  MANAGER 

^rintersi  anb  Hloofebintierg 

TELEPHONES:  MAIN 2377 
6888 

131   TO  133  JARVIS  STREET 

TORONTO.  ONT. 
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3rd  Form  :   "Please  sir,  I  don't  understand  your  question." 
4th  Form  :   "I  don't  see  what  you  mean." 

5th  Form  :   "Don't  get  you." 
6th  Form  :    "Huh  ?" 

A  farmer  and  his  wife  were  dining  at  a  local  cafe.  The  farmer 
calls  loudly  for  the  waiter. 

"What's  the  matter  ?"    asked  his  wife. 

"My  plate's  damp,"  explained  the  hick. 
"Hush  dear,"  she  urged,  "that  is  your  soup  ;  they  only 

serve  small  portions  now  that  the  war  is  on." — Ex. 

Yuill  IL:  "Why  do  you  charge  twenty-five  cents  for  a 

shave  ?" 
Barber  :  "I  charge  you  that  because  it's  so  hard  to  find 

them." 

Johnston  :  "A  physical  change  is  a  change  in  which  the 
substance  changed  is  not  changed." 

Smith  :  "Go  upstairs  and  tell  me  to  come  down  ;  if  I'm  not 
there  come  down  and  tell  me." 

.  May  (looking  at  the  new  Upper  Sixth  class  pin):    "U6,  eh  ? 
What's  that,  some  submarine  creed  ?" 

Little  boy  :    "Ain't  there  going  to  be  no  circus  to-day  ?" 
Circus  Man  :    "No,  boy,  the  elephant  swallowed  the  coffee 

pot  and  we  can't  find  the  grounds." — Ex. 

Kind  Lady  :  "Is  your  husband  always  drunk,  my  poor 

woman  ?" 
Poor  Woman  :  "Oh,  he's  sober  sometimes,  when  I'm  out 

of  work." — Ex.  ' 

Adam  :  "Say,  Eve,  was  that  my  suit  you  threw  in  the 

salad  ?" 
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I  TO  THE  YOUNG  MEN 
1  who  take  a  pardonable  pride  in  their  clothing. 
I  We  have  a  complete  line  of  Suitings  and 
!    Overcoatings  in  the  latest  Fit  Reform  Models. 

See  our  new   Department  in  Men's  Togs, 
everything  for  the  young  man  in  this  line. 

Note  our  address — 

G.  HAWLEY  WALKER,  Limited 
126  YONQE  STREET 

FIT  REFORM  CLOTHING  AND  MEN'S  TOGS 

N,B. — We  specialize  in  Military  Outfitting 

GET  "TROPHY- 

CRAFT" 
Designs  for  your  Class 
Pin===special  designs,  in 
color,  submitted  without 
charge.  Our  Class  Pin 
Booklet  will  help  ou  to 
decide  on  the  style  you 
want  and  we  will  be  pleas= 
ed  to  send  you  a  copy  on 
request. 

We  are,  exclusively,  College  Jewel- 
ers and  sell  only  goods  of  the  highest 

quality  at  the  lowest  prices  obtain- 
able. 

TORONTO  TROPHY-CRAFT  CO. 

1710    Royal    Bank    Bldg.    N.E.    corner 
King  &  Yonge  Sts. 

Take  Elevator- 
save  $10.00 

No  high  ground  floor 
rent  in  our  Up=Stairs 

Clothes  Shop.  That's 
why  we  can  sell 

$25.00   SUITS    AND 

OVERCOATS  AT  $15.00 

PASCOE  &  HERN 
-2nd  Floor,  Kent  Bldg.— 

i      Cor.  Yonge  and  Richmond 
I  Streets 
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Over  50  Boys 
Enrolled  1915 
S.  A.  C.  BOYS  WHO 

ATTENDED   1914-1915 

Boy  Years  Attended 

A.  Beer      i 

J.  Dack      5 

J.  Darrorh      i 
M.  Foster      i 

H.  Home        i 

L.  Home  i 

J.  Lawson      i 

E.  Lowndes      4 

G.  Lumbers      1 

J.   McDouga'.l  I 
D.   McCarter  <t 

R.   McLaughlin      1 

L.   Nerlich      3 

V.  Nerlich      .^i 

L.  O'Dell  4 

H.  O'Dell     4 
G.  Patterson     t 

D.  Patterson      i 

E.  Rolph      2 
D.   Ross      3 
C.   W.  Travis      2 
H.  WiUoughby      1 
H.   Watbon      i 

CAMP  KAGAWONG 
Offers  to  boys  an  ideal  summer  outing.  Fishing,  trap  and 

rifle  shooting,  canoe  and  sailing  cruises.  Excellent  swim- 

ming and  diving  facilities.  New  bungalow  with  large  living- 
room,  stone  fireplace  and  workshop.  Large  fleet  of  power, 

sailboats  and  canoes.  Pure  water,  wholesome  food, 
carefully  supervised. 

For  Illustrated 
Booklet  and 

further  infor- 
mation 
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MACKENZIE, 
SEYLER 
LTD. 

Dispensing  Chemists 
253    Avenue  Rd. 

Phone  North  3911 

1120  Yonge  St. 
Phone  North  394 

Photo  Supplies 
Toothpowders 
Toothbrushes 

Hair  Brushes 
and  Combs 

Also  a  Full  Line  of 
Chocolates 

Always  on   Hand 

The  Family  Candy 

QUAKER MOLASSES 

CANDY 
always  on  Sale  in  the 

TUCK  SHOP 

Quaker  Candy  Co*    j 
422  Queen  St.  E.,  Toronto      I 

The  University  of  Toronto 
AND 

University  College 
WITH  WHICH  ARE  FEDERATED 

St.  Michacrs,  Trinity  and  Victoria  Colleges 

FACULTIES  OF 

ARTS  APPLIED  SCIENCE  MEDICINE 

I     EDUCATION       HOUSEHOLD  SCIENCE      FORESTRY 
i 

1 
I         For  Information  apply  to  the  Registrar  of  the  University 
1  or  to  the  Secretaries  of  the  respective  Faculties. 
I 
♦"-"•T-   ^'   "   «   "   



To-Day  V^z  Stand  Alone 
In  the  midst  of  all  the  clamour 

for  cheap  clothing  and  tailoring, 
we  have  maintained  the  very 
highest  standard  of  quality  and 
v7orkmanship.  Out  organization 
has  been  perfected  instead  of 
disorganized. 

WE  ASK  YOU  TO  BUY  FASHION  CRAFT 
BECAUSE  OF  ITS  GOODNESS 

Its  thru  and  thru  **  quality  look  ** 
is  apparent  to  alh  There  is  no 
need  for  an  expert  to  point  oat 
the  difference  between  Fashion 

Craft  and  the  ordinary  sort  of 
clothes. 

pOI/^p^     -     -    -    ̂   W^  off ̂J*  exceptional  value r  IviwCrO     "     -    -     •  and  quality  in 

FASHION  CRAFT  SUITS  and  TOPCOATS 

H5    =    ̂20    =    ̂25    =    «30 

A  good  assortment  at  all  three  stores  of  Fashion  Craft 

^^BELLINGEP
 

(^      LIMITED 

22  King  St.  W.     102  Yonge  St.     426  Yonge  St. 

3J" 



Sporting  Goods 
For  Spring  and  Summer 

WITH   the   "Easter"   Number    of    the   "Review" 
comes  first    thoughts   of    the   numerous  popular 

summer  sports. 

Our  stock  for  this  season  shows  a  number  of  changes 
in  the  different  hues,  and  it  will  be  an  advantage  to 

yourself  to  inspect  our  stock  as  early  as  possible. 

If  you  are  interested  in  any  of  the  following  sports  : 

Cricket 
Baseball 
Lawn  Tennis 
Golf 
Soccer  Football 
Lacrosse 
Lawn  Bowling 
Canoeing 
Athletics 

you  will  find  here  all  your  requirements  at  prices  that  are 

attractive  when  the  important  point  of  "Quality"  is 
taken  into  consideration. 

Our  series  of  Catalogues  covering  all  the  above 

sports,  and  many  others,  is  now  ready  and  we  will  be 
pleased  to  send  you  a  copy  on  application. 

The  HAROLD  A.  WILSON  CO. 
297-299   Yonge  Street,  TORONTO 






